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Home for the Playoffs

Racers eye
playoff date
against UN!
Page 8A
LOCAL

Trash collection
schedule is set
Because of the Thanksgiving
Holiday, garbage pickup will run
one day in advance in some areas.
During the week of Nov. 20th
thru Nov. 24, customers who are
scheduled for pickup on Tuesday.
Wednesday and Thursday to set
their refuse out one day in
advance.
The Department of Public
Works & Utilities thanks everyone for their cooperation. For
more information, contact the
Murray Sanitation Department at
762-0380.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A farmer's worst nightmare is
to plant a crop, tend to it all season, see it grow to maturity only
to watch it wither away in the
fields because he can't find
enough labor to help harvest it.
This is where the migrant farm
worker can help.
Every year starting around late
February, hundreds of migrant
workers flood into Calloway and
Graves counties looking for the
jobs that American workers
won't do.
"Americans just don't want
these jobs; they don't want to
work," said Mike Morris, executive director of the Murray
Employment Agency.
"I have Americans come into
my office every day and turn
down (tobacco) cutting jobs that
pay up to $10 an hour, only to
take a job that pays minimum
wage," Morris said.
Morris, along with Harold
"Butch" Quire, state coordinator
for the Alien Certification Prog-

ram, addressed area farmers last
Thursday at a seminar designed
to educate them about the
migrant farm worker program.
Migrant workers are an asset to
Kentucky's farmers every year.
"It would be virtually impossible for Kentucky's farmers to get
their tobacco put up in the barn
without the migrant farm worker," said Will Ed Clark of the
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association. "They're invaluable
to the farmers."
Clark called migrant workers
essential to Kentucky because
labor is nowhere to be found.
According to Morris, federal
law requires employment agencies to advertise jobs in three
mediums (radio, television and
newspapers) for 60 days before
they can recruit migrants to work.
Quire told farmers at the seminar that he advertised for tobacco
farm jobs at the begining of 1995
with dismal results.
See Page 2

WORLD

Lech Walesa
defeated
in runoff
WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
After a remarkable political
comeback, Lech Walesa apparently has been vanquished by
a telegenic ex-Communist in a
presidential runoff that exposed
lingering divisions in Polish
society.
Aleksander Kwasniewski's
51.6 percent of the vote Sunday gave him at least a halfmillion more votes than incumbent Walesa, according to
results compiled by the state
news agency PAP from electoral boards in 43 of Poland's 49
provinces. Walesa had 48.3
percent, PAP reported this
morning.
Final official results are to be
released tonight by the State
Electoral Commission.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

ROPIN': Ryan Press& of Ohio practices throwing his lasso behind
the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center Saturday morning prior to the last night of the Murray State University Rodeo. Participants came from a wide area for the three-day event.

SHIRLEY MARTIN/Special to the Ledger

Murray State kicker Chris Dill, a senior from Murray, autographs a football for a young fan at Sunday
afternoon's Racer Appreciation Rally in the Curris Center Ballroom. The Racers, with a record of 11-0, will
host Northern Iowa Saturday at 1 p.m. in the first round of the I-AA national playoffs.

Experts optimistic
as burley sales open
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Burley tobacco prices reached
$1.88 per pound at some markets
today as farmers began selling
the crop they had nursed through
adverse weather conditions.
A spot check of auction warehouses showed that sales were
brisk throughout the morning.
The Council for Burley Tobacco chose the opening day of sales
to launch a campaign opposing
any plan by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration Lp regulate
cigarettes and other tobacco
products.
Speakers at news conferences
at Lexington and Shelybville
challenged the FDA's position
that new regulations would
reduce teen-agers access to
cigarettes.
"We do agree that minors
should not have access to cigarettes," the council said in a
statement.
At the Fourth Street Tobacco
Warehouse in Lexington, sales
were described by employee
Lavina Hughes as as "very
good."
Betty Hall, a secretary at the
Big Burley Tobacco Warehouwe
in Bloomfield, said "everything
seems to be selling. I haven't

"We've had our
share of problems.
But it's weighing
surprisingly good.
It's surprised us."
Phil Murphy
(McLean County farmer)

seen anything going into the
pool."
She estimated that burley was
averaging at least $1.84 per
pound.
Before auctions began, experts
were predicting that prices wiled
be good even though production
fell to the lowest point in seven
years.

fee is only 1 cent per pound.
"Given strong world demand
relative to supply conditions, we
expect prices to he as strong, if
not a little stronger, than last
year," said Will Snell, an extension agricultural economist with
the University of Kentucky.
In recent weeks, farm trucks
and trailers have been hauling the
golden leaf — Kentucky's No. 1
cash crop — to towns all across
the eight-state burley belt in preparation for opening day.
On the Owensboro market,
more than 5 million pounds is
already on the floors. Farmers in
this area fared better than many
of their neighbors and weren't hit
as hard by blue mold, a disease
that severely damaged crops in
other burley growing regions.
"I've talked to some of the
companies, and they're saying
it's a good usable crop," said
Sylvester Fischer, supervisor of
sales for the Owensboro Tobacco
Board of Trade. "With the crop
being short, I'm optimistic."
Burley production in the U.S.
is estimated to be 20 percent
below last year's level, because
of crop diseases, a slightly lower

"Most (people) all feel if
you've got a decent crop, you're
going to get a good price for it,"
said Billy Boyle, co-owner of two
local warehouses in Owensboro.
Last year, farmers received an
average of $1.84 per pound for
the crop but had to deduct 4.5
cents per pound in fees for the
federal tobacco program and toward deficit reduction. This year's • See Page 2

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear
breezy and colder. Low in the
mid 30s. Northwest wind 10 to
20 mph.
Tuesday...Sunny but cool.
High in the upper 40s.
Outlook for Thanksgiving...Partly cloudy. Low in the
lower 30s. High around 50.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY....356.3,-0.4/50'
356.2,-0.5/5V
BARKLEY.
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Temporary budget
reopens government
By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
slumbering federal government
awoke today, "glad to be back in
the trenches" as one worker put
it, under a deal giving the White
House and Congress until Dec.
15 to negotiate a balanced
budget.
Dawn brought the return of a
normal — that is, thick as molasses — rush hour to Washington
as some 800,000 federal employees across the country ended furloughs and piled into offices
where tasks had piled up since
Tuesday.
Administration and Republican
officials hailed Sunday's breakthrough agreement to work for a
balanced budget by 2002 but cautioned success is not assured in

negotiations still to come over
taxes, Medicare, education, the
environment and other issues of
substantial Republican Democratic divide.
"Most importantly, the president and Congress have to agree
that any agreement protects those
priorities," Leon Panetta, White
House chief of staff, said on
ABC's "Good Morning
America."
"1 think in the long run people
arfiggoing to say the Republican
Canress produced the first
balanced budget in a generation," House Speaker Newt Gingrich said on "CBS This
Morning."
The crisis had left 40 percent
of the non-military federal work
II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE Ledgar & Times photo

LIFE HOUSE BANQUET: Carol Everett was the speaker at the annual Life House banquet held
Saturday at Murray State University's Curtis Center ballroom.
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job
rather work a minimum wage —
than to cut tobacco for $6 to a to
an hour," Morris said."The H2A
program fills this need."
The H2A program is a government program that brings workers
from other countries, usually
Mexico, to do agriculture work,
"This is stricktly an agricultural program. Under the H2A program workers can only work in
agriculture," Morris said. "The
H2B program is set up for other
types of businesses that need
migrants to do their work."
Morris said he is bringing
about 100 migrant workers to
Kentucky to work in a Graves
County chicken farming complex
next week to work under the H2B
program.
"The difference in the programs is that the H2A program
gives a farmer a specific number
of workers for a period of time,
Usually this period is for a couple of months time. The H2B is a
program where an employer
brings in migrants for a one-time
project," Morris said.
The H2A program started in
1986. Calloway County farmers
have been utilizing this program
for about five years, according to
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from the farm and transportation
into the city to buy goods.
"They have to provide for
these workers' needs and that
costs a lot of money," Morris
said.
Morris gave an example of a
local farmer who pays as much as
$10,000 a year in worker's cornpensation for his migrant
workers.
The law doesn't require farmers to carry worker's compensation for American farm
workers.
"Not only worker's compcnsa.
non, farmers don't have to worry
about transportation or housing
for American workers. The problem is...there are no Americans
who will work these kinds of
jobs," he said.
.
Morris said most Americans
,
look down on the migrant worker
thinking they are taking jobs
away from "hard working"
Americans. Morris said this is not
the case at all.
Morris pointed to a tobacco
farmer in Graves County who
lost $20,000 worth of tobacco
when all his American workers
went to lunch and never came
back.
to lunch,
"They (workers)
_
_ . went
never came back and all he could
do was sit and watch all that
tobacco wither away in his
fields," he said.
Morris defends migrant workers and the service they provide
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"The government may raise
their pay scale for cutting and
housing tobacco by almost 75
cents, from 56 to $6.75 per hour
and the pay scale for stripping
tobacco up to 55.47 per hour.
This would hurt the tobacco farmer greatly," Morris said.
According to Morris, between
40 and 60 percent of Calloway
County tobacco is farmed using
migrant workers. This does not
take into account Graves and
other counties that are just as
dependent on tobacco.
"It's a $400 million industry
for Kentucky. If it weren't for
migrant help, the tobacco industry in Kentucky would be virtually non existent," Morris said.
"Not to mention the farmers who
get migrants to help with their
vegetable farms."
Morris said the number of
migrant workers doubles consistently from year to year and he
said he doesn'f'see any change in
that trend.
"It's becoming the only answer
to farmers. We already have contracts for 1,200 workers for next
year.
American
"I challenge. any
..
.
_ _
• wants a JOD wing trus work
wno
to come in my office. They will
get the job. The problem is that
Americans have gotten lazy and
are not reliable for farm work,"
he said.
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FROM PAGE 1
effective quota — the amount of
tobacco farmers are allowed to
grow under the federal tobacco
program — and a large supply of
previously unsold leaf that
reduced acreage.
Production is pegged at 490
million pounds with another 80
million left over from last year
that farmers can sell as long as
they do not exceed their quota
plus 3 percent.
In Kentucky, farmers are
expected to produce 340.2 million pounds, 19 percent below
1994 production, making it the
smallest crop since 1988.
That's vs. a rise in demand.
"Demand will be for that
much or more," said Danny
McKinney, chief executive officen of the Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative Association based in Lexington.
And weather conditions
improved for the curing season,
leaving a crop that has a good
color wanted by the industry, said
Bill Kuegel, co-owner of two local warehouses and president of
the Burley Auction Warehouse
Association.

McLean County farmer Phil
Murphy, who along with his
brothers grew 55 acres of tobacco
this year, agreed that the crop has
turned out better than many
hoped.
"We've had our share of prob!ems," he said. "But it's weighing surprisingly good. It's surprised us."
Another reason markets could
be favorable this year is that production is down this year in some
competing countries, lowering the
overall world supply, said Verner
Grise, chief tobacco economist
with the USDA's Economic
Research Service.
Yet the export of cigarettes
from the United States is going to
set a record in 1995 while domestic consumption in 1994 and
1995 changed little, Grisc said.
Sales will continue through
Feb. 29, the first time burley
growers in Kentucky have had a
firm date for the end of the auction season.
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Where there is no vision, the people perish'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Local group deserves support
Dear Editor:
From our experience as disaster workers in Northern Illinois and
Western Kentucky and as National Red Cross Disaster Volunteers we
have come in contact with a number of disaster related groups, but none
that can compare with our local Murray-Calloway County Disaster and
Emergency Services Rescue Unit, located at 95 Spruce Street in Murray.
This is a group of highly trained young people in our county,that have
joined together to make our community a better and safer place to live.
They are a volunteer group that receives no funding from government
agency's, including the State, County,and City Governments. They rely
on donations and money from their own pockets. They pay for their
training and offer their volunteer time and training as a service to their
communtiy, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Our local governments could not afford to pay for the services offered
by our D.E.S. Unit..Their roster of42 members(and growing)includes:
18 E.M.Ts; two Paramedics; one Paramedic trainee;(one each) Nurses
aid and Home Health Care worker; electrical lineman; Professional
Fireman; Calloway County E.M.T. Ass. Director; constable; Deputy
Jailer; Health Department Worker; City policemen; Ex-Private Investigators, and many willing, helping hands.
As retirees living in the Hamlin area, we see an increase in lake traffic
each year. We feel safer when our children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren are on the water, knowing there is someone we can call
should they get in trouble.
Although the knowledge of what to do is the major factor in saving
lives, the equipment that is provided manes a job easier and safer for our
volunteers.
A specially built boat that will keep them safe on a stormy lake has
been purchased, but is not completely paid for and equipment is needed.
An extra paramedic or E.M.T or a rescue unit would be a great help in
an accident or just someone who cares enough to stay with you and hold
your hand until your family or minister arrives because they care.
We hope you will join us in supporting this group. They truly make
Calloway County a safer place to live.
Mel & Ruth Day
HCR. 75 - C R Box 58D, Hamlin, KY 42046

A matter ofperspective
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
amazing how the Oval Office can
change your perspective. In less
than three years, President Clinton has gone from praising the
forecasting acumen of the Congressional Budget Office to taunting Republicans for relying on its
estimates.
In his first address to a joint
session of Congress, on Feb. 17,
1993, Clinton boasted that he
would not fall back on rosy economic assumptions like his Republican predecessors but instead
rely on the CB0 forecasts.
"I did this so no one could say
I was estimating my way out of
this difficulty," Clinton said and
implored Congress, "Let's at
least argue about the same set of
numbers so the American people
will think we're shooting straight
with them."
But in the titanic budget standoff now under way, Clinton has
rebuffed Republican demands
that the CBO forecast be used,
chiding the GOP for not having
enough faith in their own economic program to agree to use
the more optimistic assumptions
put out by his Office of Management and Budget.
"I cannot believe that the Congress seriously believes that if we
balance the budget the right way,
our economy would grow more

ANALYSIS
slowly in the next seven years
than it has in the last 25 years.
Why, then, would you estimate
that?" Clinton wondered on
Thursday.
At first glance, the dispute
appears to be over. tiny fractions
of a percentage point in longrange forecasts. But those differences turn into huge amounts —
$475 billion to be exact — over
the seven years the Republicans
would take to get to a balanced
budget.
Using Clinton's economic forecast would require $475 billion
less in deficit reductions to
achieve balance by 2002, enough
to scrap the GOP's $270 billion
in Medicare reductions with plenty left over to restore cuts in
other areas Clinton wants to
protect.
But the Republicans, who used
to deride the CB0 during the
Reagan and Bush years when
Democrats were in charge of
Congress, are holding firm.
"We are making the toughest
choices, based on the toughest
forecast. That's what the American people want," says House
Ways and Means Committee
Chairman Bill Archer, R-Texas.
"They don't want a rosy scenario
and then wake up seven years

from now and we don't have a
balanced budget."
The administration, of course,
sees things differently. Clinton
did an about-face because his
OMB has established its forecasting credibility while the CB0 is
being overly pessimistic, they
contend.
"Previous administrations had
issued rosy scenarios. We have
established a credible record over
the past 21/2 years of making
accurate or somewhat conservative forecasts," argues Joseph
Stiglitz, chairman of the president's Council of Economic
Advisers.
He notes that the administration is projecting that growth, as
measured by the gross domestic
product, will average 2.47 percent over the next seven years,
only slightly more optimistic than
the 2.42 percent consensus of 50
prominent forecasters surveyed
by Blue Chip Economic Indicators. The CB0 projects growth at
2.38 percent.
While the overall GDP estimates are very close, private
analysts point out that that the
administration did make a number of assumptions that allow it
to project much smaller deficits

in coming years.
Those include more optimistic
assessments about corporate profits, inflation and health care
spending. In health care, the
administration assumes that a
sharp slowdown in costs that has
occurred in the past two years is
not an aberration but the start of
a long-term trend.
Adding up all of these positive
assumptions on growth, inflation
and government revenues and
spending provides the $475 billion difference between the CB0
and OMB.
Still, many private economists
said that, given the state of the
forecasting science, it would not
be wrong to split the difference
between the OMB and the CB0
as part of a grand compromise to
end the current stalemate.
"No one really knows the
future and both forecasts are well
within the range of reasonable
error," said David Wyss of DRIMcGraw Hill Inc., the country's
largest private forecasting firm.
"As forecasters we have to
accept some limitations to our
level of knowledge and always
keep in mind that Dante consigned soothsayers to the sixth
circle of hell," he said.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Martin
Crutsinger has covered economic issues in Washington
since 1984.

EDITORIAL
Nov. 12 — San Antonio Express-News on anti-government
sentiment:
The April bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma
City focused attention on the growing anti-government mood
throughout the country and the violence some anti-government
extremists are willing to use.
That attention centered largely on antipathy toward the federal
government, particularly violence and threats directed at federal
law-enforcement officers and other officials in the West.
But the federal government is not the only target of antigovernment extremists, local and state government officials recently told the U.S. House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime. ...
Militant anti-government extremists threaten the proper functioning of government at all levels. The kind of "freedom" they seek
would produce complete anarchy on which the only law would be
the law of the jungle.
However much government sometimes may annoy them, that is
not a result the vast majority of Americans should welcome or
could survive.
Nov. 8 — Alamogordo (N.M.) Daily News on corporate
welfare:
At a time when Congress is voting to wean welfare mothers,
hungry children and the aging poor from the federal trough, how
can it justify maintaining costly subsidies to private enterprises that
are doing just fine?
Except for some reductions in agriculture subsidies, lawmakers
have left untouched a host of "corporate welfare" goodies, many
of them at least as deserving of the ax. ...
The Marketing Promotion Program, which helps trade associations and cooperatives pay for overseas advertisements, promotional tours and market research, is a prime example of a subsidy that,
in an era of retrenchment, may no longer be affordable.
Yet, while Congress is slashing other budgets left and right, corporations participating in the program have seen their trade subsidies not only maintained, but increased by 30 percent to $110 million next year. Since 1986, the program has spent $1.25 billion to
promote such products as E&J Gallo Wines, Sunkist juices, Chicken McNuggets and Hiram Walker liquor to markets abroad.
A congressional majority has shown it is ready to say no to thousands of poor children who used to get free breakfasts every school
day through the Head Start program, which this year will probably
see its budget cut significantly.
How in good conscience can it continue to say yes to prosperous
California vintners, fast-food companies and the makers of cat
food?

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to theOW We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply wititthe following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case vesi00094 is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). LefferinittSt not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1440, Murray. KY 42071.

TRAIN WRECK

War rages for legislature
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
One battle is over with Gov.-elect
Paul Patton's victory over Republican Larry Forgy.
A very big battle, to be sure.
But a war still rages.
Even with Forgy's crushing
defeat in the Nov. 7 general election, Republicans are intent on
territorial gains in the General
Assembly.
Their immediate objective is
control of the Kentucky Senate,
where the GOP has made a deep
inroad. The Democratic majority,
30-8 just six years ago, has
dwindled to 21-17.
Forgy was to be the general
commanding what promised to be
a one-sided fight. Democrats,
without a clear leader, would
have more of their number swept
out of the state Capitol next
November.
In the process, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell and the state's four
Republican congressmen would
be free to concentrate on their
own re-election.
"Everybody believed Larry
Forgy would win," state Sen.
David Kamm, the majority leader
from Louisville, said.
"In 1998 they believed they
would take over the Senate. In
the year 2000, some Republicans
I talked to believed they would
take over the House.
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Charles Wolfe
Alt Associated News Analysts
"If you say those are three
major pieces of the pie, the first
piece of the pie isn't there anymore, so it takes some of the
wind out of their sails," Karem
said.
The Senate's Republican caucus chairman, Tom Buford of
Wilmore, conceded that point.
"Raising money would have
been easier with an incumbent
governor. No doubt about it,"
Buford said. The Republican
National Committee gives money
for legislative races, but "they
reward states that have selected
Republican governors," Buford
said.
With Forgy's defeat, McConnell will have to fill at least part
of the void. He figures to be
drawn more deeply into the 1996
elections and into a struggle with
Patton.
"We're certainly going to take
an interest in the state Senate,"

McConnell said in a recent telephone interview.
He then suggested a unitary
campaign in which the GOP's
federal and legislative candidates
could be carried along together.
"Remember who will be at the
head of the (Democratic) ticket
next year: Bill Clinton. If there's
going to be a referendum on anything in Kentucky in '96, it will
be Bill Clinton and not Newt
Gingrich. I think in a highturnout presidential year, we
ought to have a good chance of
competing for control of the state
Senate," McConnell said.
Karem, meanwhile, urged Patton to use the momentum of his
election to help elect Democrats
to the Senate. Karem said he told
Patton he could make a big difference, especially in districts
where he thought Republican
incumbents were vulnerable.
But before Senate seats could
be gained, the Democrats' ero-

sion would have to be checked.
It would be a fatal mistake,
Karem said, for Democrats "to
let their guard down and assume
that, because there was a Democratic victory in the governor's
race and all the other constitutional offices, that the Republicans are not going to ... redouble
their efforts to take a majority of
seats in the Senate."
Patton was immediately agreeable. "I make no bones about the
fact that I intend to try to expand
the Democrat majority to make it
easier to govern this state," he
said.
Patton also said he would be
"actively involved" in the congressional races, putting top
priority on re-election of Democrats Scotty Baesler and Mike
Ward.
Patton was guarded about the
extent to which he would directly
take on McConnell, who has
sworn he will not be outspent by
anyone.
Asked if he would recruit an
opponent for McConnell, Patton
said: "I'll be interested in that
race. I think it's premature right
now to say exactly what it will
••=.

Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Newspaper
Subscription

Chestnut Hills Murray
Store Hours: mon.-Sat. 10-7
Sun. 12:31-5:30

Sterling Silver

SAN MARCO

Gift Certificate

Bracelet

For The Gift Of Your Choice
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J.T. Lee
Jewelers

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

Dixieland Cater • 759.1141

Register To Win...
Register To Win
FREE Pair of
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of Mossess & Grass
a Terracotta Pot
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tied off with Gold Bow.
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LADIES SHOES!
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Hand Blown
Crystal Vase
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Win In Murray

Lber 17 at these participating businesses.
mber 18 and winners will be announced in
& Times edition.

1 Year
qewspaper

$5000
Savings Bond
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*
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01 Whitnell Are.. Murray

753-1916

Purdom
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown • Murray

1400A HIllwood Drive

753-4872

(Behind Cain's,
Hwy. 641 North)

Register To Win...

36" Topiary
,

of Mossess & Grass
in a Terracotta Pot
i' tied off with Gold Bow.
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in the Village (641 N.)
Tues.-Fri. 10-5

5 Pound
Ghirardelli
Chocolate Bar

"The World Largest
Candy Bar"
ENGLISH FARMS
SPECIALTY FOODS
& Arcadia Murray

$50 Gift Certificate

Deluxe Manicure
& Pedicure
1.)y Nierry

Eyecare
S ecialties

The fini6hir3 'ouch
Southside Shopping
Center
767-0525

Ladies tine Apparel
SOIS S. 12th
753-7441
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Family Center plans class
Calloway County Family Resource Center will have a T.O.T.A.L.
Class (teaching our toddlers about learning) on Wednesday, Nov. 22,
from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. in the nursery at Glendale Road Church of
Christ. T.O.T.A.L. involves parent and child in fun learning experiences appropriate for two and three-year olds. To register for the
class call 753-3070.
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Ruin Lovers to meet Tuesday
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Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. Lou Ann Philpot will present a
program on "Christmas Card Fantasies." She will show a technique
to use in designing a small Christmas wall hanging. Members should
bring a Christmas card, background fabric, fabric scraps, see-thru
ruler, pencil with eraser, tracing paper, scissors and basic sewing
supplies. All members and interested persons are invited.
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Music Department will meet Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell in 1995

Mr. and Mrs. Campbell in 1945

Murray couple will be honored at reception
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Campbell of Murray will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary.
The reception, hosted by their children, will be Saturday, Nov. 25, at the Murray Woman's Club House. All relatives
and friends are invited
to call between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell were married Dec. 8, 1945, at Calhoun.
Mrs. Campbell, the former Cloia Howard, is the daughter of the late Mark Howard and 011ie Watkins
Howard.
Mr. Campbell is the son of the late C.H. Campbell and Nora Rushing Campbell. He is retired from Magic
Chef at Cleveland, Tenn.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Susan Underwood and husband, Sam, of Murray, and two sons, Larry Campbell and
wife, Pat, Crestwood, and
Bobby Campbell and wife, Brenda, Asheboro, N.C. Their five grandchildren are Megan and Michelle Underwood and
Chip, Jake and Christe
Campbell.

Monday, Nov. 20
Choral Festival/6:30 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 21
Murray City Council/5:30 p.m./Murray
City Hall.
Calloway County 4-H Teen Council
Chili supper and meeting/6:30
p.m./home of Laurie Parker.
Guilt Lovers of Murray/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m.
Public Relations Committee of Calloway High SBDM Council/7:30 a.m. in
Room 402.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice,
474-8774.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 21
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies'
Bible Class/10 a.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.; Pictorial Directory
pictures/3-9:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun and
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; New Catechism
Study/5 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Thanksgiving Praise service/7 p.m
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-11:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Sharon Wells
Group/10:30 a.m. w/Wilma Beatty; Fellowship supper/5:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:35 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Stewardship Committee/7 p.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

Wishing You Happy Holidays With A Gift Certificate From...

Tie Daisy
'Touch ofElegance'

20% OFF Storewide
Now Thru Dec 24 Excludes Jewelry 11 Howl

94(rw Wt Selections & Holiday Wear Arriving Daily
with Chnsvnas Sweaters, Sterling Silver Jewelry with Precious Stones.
Giorgio Armen' Hosiery, Cashmere Sweater Sets. Speaal Collection of
Chnstrnas Pins & Tree Ornanwynts, Hand-painted Leather Hand Bags.
Robes. Gowns, Dress Slippers. Scarves, Coats, Cl Paintings,
•vocal wIlecoon of Spanish Potteryl

Tuesday, Nov. 21
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Moose Lodge Officers'
meeting/7 p.m.
Murray State Racers host basketball
exhibition game with Croatian
nationIsf7:30 p.m./Cutchin Fieldhouse.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle ,Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Bookmobile gives
this week's stops
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 21 and 22.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schedule as follows:
Tuesday
Sunshine Day care, Sue Wicker,
Wee Car, Sally.

It's Christmas
Down south!

Wednesday
Barrett, Hazel Community Center,
Murray Day Care, L. Luck, Southside
Manor.

RAISE YOUR EYE-Q
Cottle see our new lights,
decorations 8r gifts. We have
lot's of Santas, angels, snowmen
- arid our newest addition Boyds Bears.
Special ornaments for gardeners,
cooks, farmers 8r more.

Christmas Open House

Average. Close set. Wide set.
Prpminent lids. Hooded lids.
Oriental. Which eye type
describes you? Let me show
you how the right makeup
application techniques can
enhance your eyes. Call for
a free_tonsultation.
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Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 21,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Peggy Williams, director
of W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training school of handicapped), will
be the guest speaker. On Thursday, Nov. 23, a potluck dinner will be
at the Bearden home in Benton. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Marlene, 753-2350 or Janice, 474-8774.
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Health Express lists stops
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure, pulse, and cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all of its stops during the month of November. Also
available is a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. The
express was at Buchanan and Whitlock, Tenn., today. Tuesday the
express will be at Wal-Mart at, Paris, Tenn. On Wednesday the
express will be at Calloway County Public Library from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m.
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CCHS Committee will meet
Public Relations Committee of Site-based Decision Making Council of Calloway County High School will meet Tuesday, Nov. 21, at
7:30 a.m. in Room 402 at the school. This is open to the public.
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Bridge play planned at Oaks
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Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Nov. 22, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Hostess will be Shirley
Wade, phone 753-2220.
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Seniors' trip planned Saturday
Jackie Weatherford has planned a holiday shopping trip for senior
citizens and frieda on Saturday, Nov. 25. Stops will include Old
Time Pottery, Nashville Flea Market, and Opryland Hotel to see the
lights. The cost will be $30 per person. For more information call
Jackie at 753-4646.
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Free blood pressure checks
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Nov. 21, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.
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Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will have an educational meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 3 p.11. in the private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. For more information contact Nancy
Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical
Sepcialist at 762-1100.
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Story Hours are scheduled
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Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. 7 and 8, according to Sandy Linn,
youth services director for the library. The theme will be "To Grandmother's House We Go — Thanksgiving." Parents and Twos are at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more
information call the library at 753-2288.
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Parents Anonymous Monday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Monday, Nov. 20. For more information call 753-0082.
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invites you to join us for our annual

Susan Cunningham
753-2207
Career Opportunity Available
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THANKSGIVING
DEVOTIONAL SERVICE

TO-FACE

Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director
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Calloway County 4-H Teen Council will meet Tuesday, Nov. 21,
at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Laurie Parker for a chili supper and
monthly business meeting. Each member is asked to bring datebook,
$4, and a canned good for the Christmas project. Officers will meet
at 5:30 p.m. Calloway County 4-H Council is an agency of United
Way.

IX MARY KAY'
BEAUTY ADVICf
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4-H Teen Council will meet

Satureia,3, Nov 25

Miss 13radie's

fititinaon:

Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at the club house. The program on "Body Cues"
will be Nancy Rose. Members are to bring checks or correct amount
to pay for the gift wrap orders. Hostesses will be Lanette Thurman,
Barbara Tompkins, Linda Scott, Laura Miller, Vicki Crafton, Karen
Isaacs, Bobbie Weatherly, Jan Wilson, Deanie Wortham and Laura
Cook.

Singles (SOS) plans activities

CALENDAR
Monday, Nov. 20
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons' supper/6
p.m./meeting/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Professional Secretaries
International/6 p.m./Freed Curd
Auditorium/ITT building, MSU.
Southwest Elementary PTO and
SBDM parent representative election/6
p.m.
Calloway County Middle School
SBDM Council/6 p.m./school library.
Calloway County High School SBDM
Council/6:30 p.m./school library.
Budget Committee/2:45 p.m. and Curriculum Committee/3 p.m.
Star Trek Fan Club/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Parents' Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
First United Methodist Church Pictorial Directory pictures/3-9:30 p.m.;
Reach-Out Callers III/4 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Building.
Racer Athletic Club/5:30 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
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Wednesday, Nov. 22, 7:00 p.m:
at the
Weaks Community Center
7th & Poplar Streets
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MSU group attends convention

GEORGE SHAW

GARY L. CARDIN

DAVID A. LONG

Three promoted at Peoples First
Aubrey Lippert, Chairman of the
Board, President Ind Chief Executive Officer of Peoples First Corporation, and Chairman of the Board
of Peoples First National Bank &
Trust Company, announced a new
organizational structure and three
promotions.
"Earlier this year we announced
our intention to have a more efficient organization and this new
structure reflects that strategic goals, "Lippert stated. The new organizational plan assigns employees
into one of the two areas according
to their function either in direct
customer contact or support service.
Under this structure, customer contact personnel will be able to concentrate on offering the best solutions for satisfying our customer's
financial needs with the support of a
staff dedicated to quality service
George Shaw, who has been
President and Chief Operating Officer of Peoples First National Bank
& Trust Company since 1993, has
been elected President and Chief
Executive Officer of the bank, a
wholly owned subsidiary ofPeoples
First Corporation. A Western Kentucky native from Hickman, he is
graduate of Murray State University
with Bachelor Science Degree in

Business Administration and has
twenty-five years of banking experience. People First National
Bank recently completed the consolidation of six affiliated banks in
Ballard, Calloway, Graves, Livingston, Marshall and McCracken
counties. Lippert related, "Under
the new structure he and the community bank Presidents will have
the responsibility, resources autonomy and authority to provide a
broad range of financial services
including loans, deposits, stocks,
bonds, annuities, mutual funds, insurance and trust programs tailored
to the local customer needs."
David A. Long was elected to a
new position with Peoples First.
Previously a Senior Vice President
and Retail Administrator for the
bank, Long assumes the responsibility of Chief Operating Officer for
the organization. In this capacity,he
will be responsible for the Managers
of Human Resources, Operations,
Remote Delivery Services and Financial Service Operations. Prior to
assuming the role of Retail Administrator, he was President of Peoples
First of Marshall County. Long has
14 years banking experience in
Western Kentucky. He is a graduate

of Paducah Community College and
the Graduate School of Banking of
the South Louisiana State University.
Gary L. Cardin has been elected
to the position of Chief Credit
Officer. In this role, he will formulate and oversee the credit policy
and procedures, compliance and
loan mix for the organization in both
commercial and retail lending area.
He began his career in banking with
the organization in 1975. A graduate of the Graduate School of
Banking of the South Louisiana
State University, Cardin also attended Paducah Community Col•
lege.
Peoples First Corporation is the
4th largest multi-bank holding company headquartered in Kentucky,
with assets of approximately $1.2
billion. Peoples First provides a
complete range of commercial and
personal financial services through
its 25 Western Kentucky banking
office in Paducah, Benton, Calvert
City, LaCenter, Mayfield, Murray,
Salem, Smithland and its affiliate,
First Kentucky Federal Savings
Bank with offices in Central City,
Greenville, Beaver Dam, Hartford,
Livermore, and Morgantown.

Grain prices increase this year
Low production of corn this year
has caused grain prices to increase
30 to 40 percent in the last year.
That's good news for corn sellers.
At the same time, however,cattle
numbers remain high, causing
feeder prices to be low. The result is
that cattle producers face a doubly
whammy, according to an agricultural economist with the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"High grain prices and low cattle
prices may cause many cattle producers to liquidate their herds, said
Lee Meyer, livestock marketing
economist.
"If that happens,the cattle market
should improve in two to three
years. However,if feed prices moderate with anticipated larger production of grain next year,the cattle
market may be buoyed enough for
cattle producers to maintain their
herds. That may lead to chronically
low cattle prices," he said.
Hog producers also face higher
feed costs this year, but hog prices
have improved enough to offset at
least some of the higher prices, he
said.
Hog prices are expected to be
higher next year due to lower
production. Consumers can expect
to pay more for pork at the supermarket as a result, Meyer said.
Dairy producers also are facing
higher costs of production from the
increased feed costs,but are facing a
flat market for milk, Meyer said.
Poultry producers remain unaffected by higher feed prices, largely
because the poultry industry is dominated by large corporations that
contract with producers to raise the
birds. Those corporations are also
responsible for supplying the feed
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for the chickens.
Meyer pointed out, however,that
consumers eventually will pay for

the increased costs of production
through higher chicken prices at the
supermarket.

If
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Call 753-1916
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Cafe
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Green
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Leaf Clean•Up
Service

753-5726

OPEN

Humphries Tobacco
Company

Receiving Air Cured &
Darkfired Tobacco.

SALE on Air Cured Tobacco.

Kevin Eastridge (center), senior audit manager for KPMG Peat Marwick In
Nashville, presents $500 scholarships to John Mark McDougal of Murray and
Kendra Biosmore of Big Rock, Tenn. KPMG Peat Marwick, an International
accounting firm, gave two scholarships In recognition of the superior chapter
ranking of Murray State's Beta Alpha Psi chapter. The Epsilon Nu chapter of
the national accouning honor fraternity has been named a superior chapter
for eight consecutive years by the national organization. Representatives
from the big six accounting firms regularly visit the Murray State campus to
present programs to Beta Alpha Psi members. The chapter Is also supported
by regional and local accounting firms. The accounting department at Murray
State Is one of the largest program offerings in the college of business and
public affairs which Is accredited by the American Association of Collegiate
Schools of Business, the most prestigious accreditation available.

Dec. 5, 12 & 19.

Located in Murray!
753-5709

Great Performances by Martin.
.e>
Medical research has led to countless
discoveries that save lives and Miff.We
even one. Yet
quality. of life
America spends more on health
care in I daYs than what's spent
on medical research in an eniire
var. That means that ink three cents
of every- health care dollar is spent on
medical research

If only

Bond takes
top position
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"Goldeneye," introducing Pierce
Brosnan as secret agent James
Bond, debuted strongly to earn an
estimated $28.1 million in
weekend ticket sales, industry
sources said.
"Ace Ventura: When Nature
Calls," last week's No. 1 film,
dropped to second place with an
estimated $20.6 million at North
American theaters.
"The American President"
was third in its opening weekend
with an estimated $10.3 million.
"It Takes Two," another debut
film, was fourth with $5.7
million.
Here are preliminary estimates
of the top-grossing films:
I. "Goldeneye," $28.1
million.
2."Ace Ventura: When Nature
Calls," $20.6 million.
3. "The American President,"
$10.3 million.
4. "It Takes Two," $5.7
million.
5. "Get Shorty," $4.5 million
•

Students and faculty representing elections and celebration. Delegates
In 1992. Murray State University
the Murray State University Depart- from each state assemble to discuss became the first Kentucky institument of Agriculture recently topics affecting the national organi- tion of higher education to begin
learned how to achieve "Leadership zation and elect a new team of organizing a Collegiate FFA chapfor a Lifetime" at the 68th National national officers. Exceptional mem- ter. The charter was awarded by the
FFA Convention held Nov. 9-11 in bers and supporters receive awards national organization the following
Kansas City, Mo. Over 34,000 for their achievement and commit- year. FFA is a national organization
current FFA members from across ment to the FFA, and students almost 444,000 members strong,
the nation gathered only a few compete in final rounds of several with 7,225 local chapters stretching
blocks from where the FFA was events such as speaking and paracross the United States, Puerto
founded in 1928 to take part in the liamentary procedure competitions.
and the Virgin Islands.
Future education and career ex- Rico, Guam
convention. This year's focus was
mission is to make a positive
FFA's
are
ploration
key
also
components
on the leadership theme to symboldifference in the lives of students by
ize the agricultural education orga- of the convention. Students have the
developing their potential for prenization's mission to develop enthu- opportunity to meet business and
mier leadership, personal growth
siastic leaders for America and the industry supporters of the WA,and
and career success through agriculagriculture industry.
thousands of exhibitors provide intural education. Local, state and
Two Murray State freshman stu- formation about education and canational activities and award progdents qualified to compete in na- reer possibilities at the concurrent
provide opportunities for sturams
tional level speaking contests at the National FFA Alumni Convention
to apply knowledge and skills
dents
convention. Bree Bichon from Hen- and FFA National Agricultural Cain the classroom.
learned
dersonville, Tenn., took part in the reer Show.
Extemporaneous Speaking Contest
and. Chris Yandell from Fredonia,
Ky., was a contestant in the Public
Speaking Contest. Both have
selected the field of agribusiness as
their college major. Yandell, who is
the 1995-96 Kentucky State FFA
President, advanced to the finals
round and also served as a conference delegate.
Completing the list of delegates
from Murray State were freshman
Stacy Vincent from Brownsville,
Ky.,and sophomore Katherine Page
from Trimble, Tenn. Vincent is the
1995-96 Kentucky State FFA Secretary and Page holds the title of
1995-96 West Tennessee Vice President. Both are agriculture science
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
majors at MSU.
*Chargrill Burgers & Steaks. Fish, Chicken, Pork Chops
Six Murray State students were
•Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials .Take Outs Available
awarded American Farmer degrees,
Hours: Closed Mon.; Tues.-Th. 5:30-2 p.m.;
the highest honor bestowed through
Fri.-Sat. 5:30-8 p.m.; Sun. 5:30-2 p.m.
the organization. Applicants must
Hwy. 94E across from "Happy tiohdays" • IVi miles from Murray • 759-9030
pass a screening process by the FFA
Board of National Officers and
Directors, with final recommendations submitted for approval by the
delegate body of the National Convention. For every 1,000 FFA members, there are approximately only
an average of three who achieve this
status. Among the 1995 recipients
were George Wayne Krom IV,
sophomore animal science major
Maley Lawn & Landscape Service
from Rochester, Ind.; Luke WindForget Those Rakes & Bags!
sor,junior agribusiness major from
Our power blowers & vacuums do the job right and
Hopkinsville; Wes York, senior
get it done fast.
agriculture education major from
Galatia, Ill.; Brad Reddick, senior
agriculture science major from
Bardwell, Ky.; Jeff Cooper, junior
agriculture science major from Barlow,Ky.;and Andy Jackson,sophomore agribusiness major from East
Prairie, Mo.
Dr. Dwayne Driskill, associate
professor in the Murray State deparunent of agriculture, and graduate assistant Tim Boulds of Eldorado, Ill, accompanied the group of
MSU students and also served as
judges for the National Agriculture
Mechanics Contest.
"Agriculture offers exceptional
opportunities for today's young people," noted Larry D. Case, national
FFA advisor as he spoke at the
convention."The national WA convention provides many ways for
members to learn about the industry
as they work with business leaders,
meet members from other states,
attend the Agricultural Career
Show, participate in skills events
and attend personal growth workshops and educational tours. The
330 Rail Road Av.
energy excitement and leadership
(Beside Suburban Gas)
potential generated when this group
assembles is remarkable."
The national convention culminates a year's-worth of activities for
Owned & Operated by David Vowel!
WA members and provides oppor. tunity for recognition, business,

of every health
care dollar
is spent on
Available in LP or Natural Gas

With( nit nu ire suppirt for medical research. new disci Aeries Will just has e to
Watt — or worse — neY er be round.( tnly
a major l'IM11111ifillCIH to iriedicil rest-arch
,can assure the treatment and prevention
of costly . deadly disease

medical research,
Shown: Alpha Gas Logs MS40

Alpha!!vent-free gas logs by Martin Gas Products are great performers. They
have all thefeatures you love about a woodfire, without the work and expense.
Itecamse they're thermostatically controlled, you can select the temperature you
want them to maintain. Alpha II gas logsfeature dual burnersfor beaut0l,
rollingflames. They're also A.G A.design certified as vent-free gas heaters, and
they're rated an amazing 99.9% efficient! When you want a great performance,
you want Alpha ll gas logs by Martin.

artm

how can you
be sure the cure
will be there

when you need it?

Every one knows st fillet ne Yy hose life has
been touched — perhaps even saved —
bv medical research. Don't wait until
YOF need medical research to get involved. Call I -8( I-3664 *RE.for ideas on
how vou can help medical research get
the UT:Unit:tit it deserves.
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Racers draw Northern Iowa
MSU's Nutt likes No. 4 seed
UNI coach favors experience

•

SHIRLEY MARTIN/Special to the Ledger

Racer junior linebacker Elliott Dunn signs a young fan's shirt at Sunday's "Racer Appreciation Rally" in the Curris Center Ballroom.

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
The road to the Division
I-AA football setrampionship
ends in Huntingdon, W.V.
Murray State coach Houston
Nutt is glad that at least part of
that road is a two-lane highway
that runs through Murray.
Nutt and the undefeated
fourth-ranked Racers will host
No. 22 Northern Iowa in the
first round of the I-AA playoffs
next Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
"I think it was a great draw
for us, particularly getting the
first game at home. That's big,"
Nutt said at Sunday afternoon's
Racer Appreciation Rally in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
Murray State, a perfect 11-0
and winners of the Ohio Valley
Conference, will take on the
Gateway Conference champion.
Nutt, as well as athletic director
Mike Strickland had an idea the

Racers might draw the Panthers.
"It looked like that's what it
possibly could be if we both
finished out on Saturday,
because of the rankings and the
region," said Nutt, whose Racers are the fourth-seed. "We
thought it would be a Northern
Iowa, an Eastern Illinois or a
Jackson State."
Northern Iowa (7-4) coach
Terry Allen had an idea that his
team might be traveling to
Murray.
"The opportunity to play
Murray State I think is an
excellent one," Allen told the
Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier.
"Going in we thought we'd play
one of the top four seeds.
"I think it's a great draw for
us, and we'll be excited about
playing them."
Murray State and Northern
Iowa had two common oppo-

1995 Division l-AA Playoffs
First Round
November 25
On Campus

Quarterfinals
December 2
On Campus

Semifinals
December 9
On Campus

Finals
December 16

(1) McNees* State (11-0)
(15) Idaho (6.4)

(8) Delaware (10-1)

(11) Hols"a
(4) MURRAY STATE (11-0)
1:00 p.m. CT
(16) Northern Iowa (7-4)

(5) Marshall (9-2)

(12) Jackson State (9-2)
(2) Appalachian St. (11-0)

(131 James Machson 18-3)

(7) Stephen F. Austin (9-1)

(9) Eastern Illinois (10-1)

(3) Troy State (11-0)

(14) Georgia Southern (8-3)

(6) Montana (9-2)

(10) Eastern Kentucky (9-2

• See Page 9A
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Marshall Unlveralty
Huntingdon, W.V.
(Live on CBS)

No.4 Racers finish 11-0
after 56-18 payback win
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Not since 1993 has Chris Dill
missed an extra point kick. So, as
he lined up to boot his eighth of
the game Saturday, it was fitting
that the boot was perfect.
With the final PAT of the day,
Dill broke a school record with
his 76th consecutive attempt
without a miss.
Dill's mark of perfection came
on a day in Stewart Stadium in
which the Racars-,were closing
out a perfect 1995 with a 56-18
payback win over Western
"I have a lot of confidence in
Benji (Bona) and Bart (Crum),"
Dill said of the team's holder and
long snapper, both seniors. "I
guess I'm spoiled rotten to have
76 consecutive perfect snaps and
76 consecutive perfect holds."
True to the attitude of this

Murray's Derrick Cullors loses the
ball on this play, but still rushed
for 253 yards Saturday vs. W1U.

Racers 56, W. Illinois 18
W. Illinois

6 12 0 0-111
14 7 14 21-68
Murray St.
14SU-44cCann 1 run (DOI WO
WIU—Sabino 17 pass from Heckinski (kick
blocked)
',SU—Swinton 21 run (Dill kick)
WIU—Knudtias 7 run (run failed)
MSU—McCann 4 run (Dill kick)
WIU—Knuddes 13 run (kick failed)
145U—Cullors 18 run (Dill kick)
MSU—Cullors 37 run (Dill kick)
MSU—k4cCann 13 run (DID kick)
MSU—Svointon 9 run (DID kick)
MSU—McCann 13 run (Csil luck)
A-7.613
Fire downs
Ruahas-yards
Passing
Total yards
Return Yards
Corm-An-1m
Puns
Fumbles-Lost
Penalkes-Yards
Tiers of Poem/soon

WIU
NSU
17
24
39-166 36-344
227
209
553
413
11
36
20-35-1 11-32.1
4-41
6-34
1-0
2-1
7-70
7-55
34:35
2525

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—W, Ulri, Knuckles 25-139, Crump
1-6, Rene 1-6. Murray St, Cullom 28-253, McCann
5-50, Swinton 2-30.
PASSING—W linda. Heddlnaki 20-33-1 227,
Mayers 0-2-0 0, Murray SI., Cherry 15-31-1 209,
Ilona 1-1-0 8,
RECEIVING—W. hinds, Sabin° 1-115, Twiner
8-60, Crump 2-16. "Amoy St, idelleine 5-90, Ssinton
3-47, Culors 2-15

team, Dill shared the record with
his partners, who in turn
deflected any attention.
"That's all I can do is do my
job," said Crum, like Dill a Murray High product. "It doesn't
matter to me, I don't need the
recognition. I'm just glad the

team is having a successful season. All I wanted to do is have
Chris get the record."
Capping the first perfect MSU
football season since 1933, the
Racers won a record 11 games,
although only a reported 7,613
fans saw the game.
"People that didn't come
missed a fine group, because I've
been told by three people right
here that this is the best team
ever," head coach Houston Nutt
explained. "They said this was
the best team that's ever set foot
in Stewart Stadium."
Murray State (11-0) rebounded
from a lackluster first half, which
they led 21-18, to score 35 unanswered points in dynamic
fashion.
In the first half, the Racers
never trailed, but Western Illinois
(4-7) was moving the ball at will.
"We got on them at halftime,"
Nutt explained. "We said, 'Hey,
nobody's playing with emotion,
nobody's wrapping up. That's the
worst tackling exhibition. I
thought we were going to do
• See Page 9A

Cowboys bounce back from 49er defeat
By ROB GLOSTER
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
Who needs Delon Sanders on
offense? Certainly not the Dallas
Cowboys.
Emmitt Smith ran for three
touchdowns and Troy Aikman
threw a 17-yard scoring pass to
Michael Irvin as Dallas provided
yet more proof of the NFC's continuing superiority with a 34-21
win Sunday over the Oakland
Raiders.

With Sanders adding a key
interception, Dallas rebounded
from last week's thrashing by
NFC rival San Francisco. After
that humbling 38-20 loss, Cowboys owner Jerry Jones vowed
Sanders would see much more
action this weekend.
But Sanders made only a
cameo appearance on offense,
getting body-slammed by Rob
Fredrickson after a 1 -yard gain
on an end around.
"This is a great feeling," San-

Dallas tops Oakland 34-21
ders said. "We really needed a
pickup game to prove that the
Dallas Cowboys are still intact."
Dallas began a week in which
it will face the AFC's two best
teams by battering the Raiders.
Oakland played the second half
without Jeff Hostetler, who reinjured his left shoulder on a hit by
Chad Hennings.

The Cowboys (9-2) host the
Kansas City Chiefs, who have the
NFL's best record, on Thursday.
The NFC has won 11 straight
Super Bowls, with the Los
Angeles Raiders the last victorious AFC team in 1984.
For Dallas, it was a chance to
erase memories of the loss to the
49ers — a game that wiped out

Cats give Vols pre-bowl scare
Tennessee needs
comeback for win
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (A?) —
Unsung Kentucky gave No. 4
Tennessee a pre-bowl scare.
Tennessee, behind the passing
of Peyton Manning, rallied from
a 24-9 deficit in the third quarter

to a - 34-31 victory Saturday in
Commonwealth Stadium.
"Since we couldn't go to a
bowl game, today was our
Orange Bowl," said Kentucky's
Moe Williams, who rushed for
151 yards and three touchdowns.
"It was a big game for us."
Manning completed 14 of 16
passes in the second half, including TD strikes of 70 yards to
Joey Kent and 15 yards to Greg
Kyler, and ran 1 yard for another
score in leading Tennessee (9-1,

6-1 Southeastern Conference) to
its 11th consecutive victory over
Kentucky (4-7, 2-6).
"We did not overlook UK,"
said Manning, who finished the
game 23-of-41 for 272 yards.
"Coach (Phil Fulmer) told us this
would be their bowl game and to
expect a tough fight."
Manning hit on just 10 of 26
passes in the first half, and also
had his school record of passes
without an interception end at
132 in the second quarter.

•-•• ._a._-_

Tennessee appeared poised to
thwart Kentucky's upset bid
when Manning completed a
70-yard scoring strike down the
left sideline to Kent for a 27-24
lead with 2:30 remaining in the
third quarter.
But Kentucky, with quarterback Billy Jack Haskins playing
with an injured shoulder, fought
back on its next possession after
Kio Sanford's 36-yard kickoff
return from the end zone.

trailing by 24 points in the third
the aura of invincibility that
period. Harvey Williams had a
seemed to be building around the
7-yard TD run for Oakland in the
Cowboys.
first half.
"When we lost that game last
The Raiders, who were penalweek, we lost a lot. A lot of emo13 times for 113 yards, lost
ized
tion," Smith said. "Believe me,
for the first time since
home
at
it upset a lot of people. I think
back
to Oakland this
moving
this game was very important for
season.
us."
"We got beat soundly in every
Vince Evans had touchdown
We made a couple of turarea.
passes of 24 yards to Tim Brown
added a few penalties to
novers,
and 16 yards to Kerry Cash as the
Raiders (8-3) pulled within 31-21
early in the fourth quarter after • See Page 9A

MSU volleyball team
falls at OVC tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MOREHEAD — The Murray
State volleyball squad saw its
season come to a close Saturday
with a second-round loss in the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
After downing Eastern Kentucky in the first round in four
games, Murray fell to Middle

15-1, 15-6, 16-14 to end the
season at 11-16.
Stephanie Diebold led Murray with 13 kills against Middle
while Shelly Juenger had nine.
In the opening round, Murray
topped Eastern 16-14, 13-15,
15-5, 15-11. Diebold had 19
kills while Jill Kennedy and
Wendy Gibson had 11 each and
Melissa Bridges added nine.
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Lady Racers prep for opener
by downing Sports Crusaders
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
With five players in double
figures, the Murray State Lady
Racer basketball team won its
only exhibition game of the season by downing Sports Crusaders
90-58 Saturday night in Cutchin
Fieldhouse.
Murray State shot 55 percent

-.411

from the field (19-34) in the second half to pull away from a
43-35 halftime edge.
MSU's Chasity Fields led all
scorers with 21 points. Chase
Smith added 17 for the Lady
Racers while Sarah Higgins had
IS. Anjeanctte Gilbert tossed in
14 and Stephanie Minor contri-

SCOREBOARD

•Cowboys...

Sponsored 11:$

Jane Rogers Ins.

FROM PAGE 8A

SHIRLEY MARTIN/Lodger I Times photo
Head coach Houston Nutt, right, and the 17 Racer seniors gather around the 1995 OVC championship trophy
Sunday afternoon in the Curtis Center.

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 8A
something with these fellas?'"
Sophomore receiver Reginald
Swinton, who scored two TDs off
reverses, said senior Lamond
Dean set the tone at halftime.
Said Dean: "I wanted to tell
the team that we weren't playing
with any emotion in the first half.
We were standing around waiting
for something bad to happen and
that wasn't like our team. Let's
go out and get our focus back
like we had the last 10 games."
Scoring touchdowns on five of
their seven drives in the second
half, the Racers finally got some
revenge from last year's 73-17
loss at Western Illinois.
"We put it in our mind that we
just didn't want to beat them, we
wanted to beat them up physically," said senior offensive guard
Mike Ruppe. "We hit them and
some of their guys went out
googly-eyed. They didn't want no

more."
Ruppe and friends allowed tailback Derrick Cullors to rush for a
career-high 253 yards on 28 carries and two touchdowns. Cullors, who has three 200-yard
games this year, finished the season with 1,765 yards and 20
touchdowns, both MSU records.
"In the first half I was trying to
overpower them and in the second half I knew I couldn't do that
so I had to try to make them
miss," said Cullors, who had 155
yards in the second half. "I'm
good at making them miss."
His final touchdown of the day
typified the Racers' season.
Running right on a toss sweep,
Cullors cut back to the left,
picked up a bone-jarring block
from quarterback Mike Cherry
and sailed 37 yards into the end
zone to put the Racers up 35-18.
"I heard it," Cullors said of the
block. "I saw (a defender) coming and I looked to my left and I

saw Mike coming and he just
crashed him. I knew then I could
high-step or moonwalk into the
end zone.
"That just shows you the closeness of this team, giving up all
you can for the team. He
could've easily not thrown that
block."
For Cherry, whom Nutt calls a
linebacker with a quarterback's
arm, it was his only option.
"I was just carrying out the
fake and the guy sort of got in
my way so I stuck my head up
under his chin," said Cherry, who
threw for 201 yards to become
the first 2,000-yard passer since
Michael Proctor in 1989.
Fullback David McCann
cashed in five carries for four
touchdowns on a day when the
MSU offense rolled up 545 total
yards. Western Illinois was held
to just 114 yards in the second
half after piling up 252 in the
first half.

hoed 13. Minor also grabbed 10
rebounds and Gilbert nine as
Murray State dominated on the
boards, 59-38.
Sarah Hillyear topped Sports
Crusaders with 15 points vkhile
Mist) Barber added 13.
Murray State opens the
1995-96 season Saturday night,
playing at Louisville at 7:30.

'See me for all your family insurance needs'

it and then just took the day off,"
said Raiders coach Mike White.
"We were not equal to the task."
Smith, who gained 110 yards
on 29 carries, had touchdown
runs of 13, 4 and 4 yards. Irvin
had seven catches for 109 yards,
the ninth game this season he has
gone over 100 yards. Aikman
was 19 of 24 for 227 yards.
After Irvin's scoring catch,
Sanders returned his interception
34 yards to set up Smith's first
4-yard TD run. Sanders held the
ball aloft during the return and
showed the same bravado that
made him a fan favorite in San
Francisco last season.
Sanders made the interception
by leaping over Raiders speedster
Raghib Ismail on a deep pattern.
"I don't think there's any
other cornerback in the league
that can make that play," said
Dallas safety Darren Woodson.
"Deion played a great game,
shutting down their deep
threats."
Williams' scoring run completed an 82-yard drive and
pulled Oakland within a touchdown, but Chris Boniol kicked a
26-yard field goal to give Dallas
a 17-7 halftime lead.
Evans was 20 of 41 for 232
yards, while Brown had 12 receptions for 161 yards. White said it
was too early to tell how badly
Hostetler's non-throwing shoulder was injured.

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 211
1T•TI 1••••

753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

PRO FOOTBALL
AN Tenn CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Emit
W L
T Pet. Pf PA
&Maio
8 3 0
727 223 198
Mem
6 • 0
600 255 181
Indanapois
6 5 0
545 210 210
New England
4
7 0
364 177 242
NY Jets
2 9 0
182 163 285
Central
Pittsburgh
7 4 0
636 277 242
Cinannat
4
7 0
364 269 277
Cleveland
4
7 0
164 201 244
Houston
4
7 0
36,
1 231 223
Jacksonville
273 184 250
3 8 0
West
Kansas City
0
10
909 265 161
I
Oakland
727 271 187
8 3 0
DOM.(
6 5 0
545 249 201
Seattle
455 249 271
5 6 0
4
7 0
silo Dago
164 196 218
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L
T Pct. PF PA
Dales
818 319 202
9 2
Phladelphia
7 4
616 235 248
Aniona
273 171 289
3 8
NY Grants
3 0
273 199 246
wasningion
273 227 268
3 8
Central
Green Bay
7 4
636 277 236
Chicago
545 297 269
6 5
Minnesota
6 5
545 262 249
Tampa Bay
6 5
545 175 191
Detroit
5 6
455 260 264
West
Atlanta
7 4
636 241 226
San Francisco
6 4
600 250 140
St Louis
6 5
545 201 236
Carceria
455 202 213
5 6
New Orleans
4 7
364 205 252

Sunday's Gems,
Seattle 27 Washington 20
Tampa Bay 17. Jacksonvore 16
Inikanapoke 24. New England 10
Pinsburgn 49 Cincinnati 31
',Santa 31 St Louis 6
Carmine 27 Arizona 7
Phrladelphra 28. New York Giants 19
Detroit 24. Chrcago 17
Green Bay 31 Cleveland 20
Denver 30 San Diego 27
Buttalo 28 New York jets 26
Darras 34 Oakland 21
Minnesota 43 hew Orleans 24
Kansas City 20. Houston 13
Mondays Game
San Francisco at Man. 8 p rti
Thursday. Nov. 23
Minnesota at Detroit. 11 30 a rn
Kansas Citv at Dallas 2 p no
Sunday. Noe. 26
Mans at indianapoks noon
Nevi England at Buttalo noon
Crnonnah at Jadisonvoie noon
Chicago at New York Giants. noon
Philadelphia at Washington. noon '
Tampa Bay at Green Bay. noon
Denver at Houston 3 p m
New York Jets at Seattle 3 pm
Pittsburgh at Cleveland 3 pm
St Louis at San FranoSto 3 pro
Atlanta at Anzona 3 pm
Carolina at New Orleans, 7 pro
Monday, Nov. 27
Oakland at San Diego 8 p m

Success In Life...
Wins With Confidence!
Martial Arts Help Develop Confidence For...
• Yourself-1g give ”su the finer to make positive choices in life
• Vdmili Friends-to build stronger relationships.
• !others & Couthrs-to Vomc a better student
and te,urt member

•Northern Iowa...
FROM PAGE 8A
nents this season in Southern
Illinois and Western Illinois.
MSU defeated both schools
handily, including Saturday's
56-18 win over WIU.
Northern Iowa defeated
Western Illinois 36-7 on Sept.
30.
"We don't know a whole lot
about them right now, but we're
getting ready to go watch some
film on them," Nutt said Sunday afternoon. "I do know they
won a tough, tough
conference."
Allen said he and his staff
have relied on the telephone to
get a jump on the Racers.
"We have tried to do some

.•

44
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tory, I don't know, but I like
that situation.
"That's one of the reasons I
like the Murray State draw,
because they haven't been to
the playoffs for a number of
years."
Northern Iowa started the
1995 season with losses to
1-AA playoff participant Stephen F. Austin and Big 10
member Iowa. They've lost two
of the last three games, falling
back-to-back to Gateway member Illinois State and Idaho,
another I-AA playoff team.
In the season finale on Saturday, the Panthers beat Winona

research as far as talking to
people," the Panthers' coach
said. "I've talked to Shawn
Watson down at Southern Illinois, knowing that they had
played them, just trying to do
some tracking."
Murray State is making its
first playoff appearance since
1986 when they lost at Eastern
Illinois in the first round.
Northern Iowa, on the other
hand, has been a playoff regular
in recent years.
"That's an advantage because
our players have been through it
and know the situation as far as
the Thanksgiving break and the
different things you face," said
Allen. "Whether it's enough of
an advantage to get us a vic-

Call Now!

State 48-3.
"We've been playing the
game since we were in fourth
grade at recess, and I think last
night brought the fun aspect
back to the game for us," said
NIU's Matt Harken, a 6-7,
250-pound tight end. "I think
we'll build on that and try to
have a little fun at the expense
of the Racers."
Murray State, with a victory
Saturday, will host a second
round game against the
Marshall-Jackson State winner.
Top-ranked McNeese State is a
possible semifinal opponent for
the Racers.

4.....0
.•

(502) 753-6111
141 t 011‘,2 Ill‘d • ‘lurray

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn 7 5. Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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JOIN US THIS

Now
Avatlable

ANKSGIVID1G
4
:Fr•

4
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Enjoy a traditional
Thanksgiving feast
with turkey,
homemade dressing
and all the trimmings!

WVt HECKING

4.5% APP 5% APY

Open
Thanksgiving Day
10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

Ty
LTto

Thanksgiving Menu Includes
Turkey • Ham
Cornbread DresSing
Mashed Potatoes • Gravy • Sweet Potato Souffle'
Cranberry Sauce and Cranberry Salad
Tossed Salad • Graham Cracker Fluff
Spiced Apples • Corn • Green Beans • Limas
Dinner Rolls • Cornbread
Pies... Pumpkin, Pecan, Mincemeat, Cherry,
Apple, Lemon Meringue and Raspberry Cream
(away, pok. epae0

(If balance falls below 85,000 during month)

•Unlimited Checking

.FREE Checks
•$5,000 Minimum Balance
•$10 Service Charge
(If balance falls below $5,000 during month)

€13111E111112111.

*Annual percentage yield.
Rate subject to change after

•Limited to 3 Third Party Checks and 3 Wire
Transfers Per Month
•Unlimited In-house Withdrawalsaransfers

account is opened

Business or Individuals
"_71ome Owned -

uto
fiegular Hours.

Closed
Sundays
SE Mondays

Open Tues.-Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
4-8 p.m.

41
Call In Orders
753-2348

•P--wk-e6411.wie-weirmema•
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Operated"

Security Bank & Trust Co.

•

C5fienbaug

Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray. Ky.

Money Market

•FREE Checks
•$5,000 Minimum Balance
•$10 Service Charge

•

ele 4.11.

Member
•Main Office,642-6644 • Main Office Annex,644-1050
• Jim Adams Shopping Centir,644-1090 • Puryesr,TN,247-326i FDIC
•Cottage Grove,7821192 • Paris Landing,642-5366
• Lakeway Village Shopping Center,644-3025

••• 11••••I Illeseeedenee.P.M6.
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Dr. Mildred Hatcher, North
10th Street, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 18, 1995, at her home.
A retired professor of English
at Murray State University, she
was an honorary member of Murray Woman's Club, past member
and officer of Alpha and Garden
Departments of the Murray Club,
member and past president of
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy, member and past regent of
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of the American Revolution, and member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Dr. Hatcher earned her B.S.
degree at Murray State; her M.A.
degree at George Peabody College for Teachers; completed
further graduate study at Peabody, University of Wisconsin,
Vanderbilt University and Indiana University; and was awarded
the honorary Doctor of Literature
degree from Protestant Episcopal
University, London, England, in
the summer of .19,66.
Before joining the Murray
State faculty in 1960, Dr. Hatcher
taught at Tilghman High School,
Paducah, and for 12 years as an
associate professor of English at
Austin Peay State College,
Clarksville, Tenn.
The author of several articles
and poems published in professional journals, Dr. Hatcher has
for several years been active with
the National Council of Teachers
of English, having served as a
member of its Board of Directors,
as an associate chairman for two
national conventions, and as a
member of its Public Relations
Committee.
Dr. Hatcher is also a member
of the Board of Directors of the
Kentucky Folklore Society; a past
president and vice president of
Tennessee Folklore Society and
also of Middle Tennessee English
Council; a member of Jackson
Purchase Historical Society,
National Writer's Club, Kappa
Delta Pi, Delta Kappa Gamma,
Modern Language Association,
American Association of University Professors, College English
Association, Conference of College Composition and Communi-

DR. MILDRED HATCHER
cation, Kentucky Council of
Teachers of English, National and
Kentucky Education Associations, and Kentucky Historial
Society.
She was also a research fellow
of St. Andrew's Ecumenical
Research Fellowship Intercollegiate of the Protestant Episcopal
University of London. Her biography appears in the English
Biographical Dictionary, Who's
Who of American Women,
Who's Who in the South and
Southwest, The Directory of
American Scholars, Kentucky
Lives and Who's Who in American Education.
One brother, William Aubrey
Hatcher, preceded her in death.
Born Oct. 6, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William Thomas Hatcher
and Lorena Taylor Hatcher.
Survivors include one sister,
Dr. Halene Hatcher Visher, and
one sister-in-law, Mrs. Juanita
Hatcher, both of Murray; two
nieces, Peggy Mildred Visher,
Fort Collins, Colo., and Mrs.
Emma Lou Hatcher Jones,
Somerset.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 9 a.m. Tuesday.

Men charged with murder
HINDMAN, Ky.(AP) — Two
men were charged with murder in
connection with unrelated fatal
shootings in Knott County during
the weekend.
Henry B. Sloane, 57, of Pippa
Passes was charged with murder
in the shooting death of Curtis
Keene, 47, of Garner, Kentucky
State Police said.
Keene was dead Saturday night
when police arrived after receiving a report of a shooting at Pippa Passes. Police said the shooting occurred after an argument.
In a second shooting, Michael
S. "Scotty" Sparkman, 20, was
charged with murder in the shooting death of Tommy E. Minor of
Hollybush. Minor was shot as he
attempted to drive away from the
post office at Topmost, authorities said.
Sparkman is also charged with
wanton endangerment for
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Mrs. Mary Sue Tutt

Dr. Mildred Hatcher

•

Investments Since 1854.

Deaths
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allegedly shooting into the car,
which also was occupied by a
juvenile. Minor was dead when
police arrived Saturday night.

College may.
add degree in
fall of 1996
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Owensboro Community College
hopes to add a two-year associate
degree in law enforcement by the
fall of 1996.
"We can show the demand and
need for it in our area," said
Academic Dean Judy Rhoads.
The Council on Higher Education, which has the final say on
new degree offerings, could make
a decision on the degree as early
as January.

Mrs. Mary Sue Tutt, 74, North Fourth Street, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 18, 1995, at 10 a.m. at her home.
A member of Memorial Baptist Church, Murray, she had been
employed for 26 years at Adams I.G.A., Murray. She was a graduate
of Murray Training School.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Toy Bolen; her second husband, Leon Cathey; two daughters, Gustia Kay Adams and
Carolyn Lee Scalf; two brothers, Carl W. Poyner and W.D. Poyner.
Born Aug. 27, 1921, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Paul Poyner and Cora Outland Poyner.
Survivors include her husband, Talmadge (Buster) Tutt; one son,
Larry Bolen and wife, Judy, McKinney, Texas; two sisters, Mrs.
Martha Lane Armstrong and husband, Richard, Murray, and Mrs. Pauline Downey and husband, Charles, Henderson; two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Lorene Poyner, Murray, and Mrs. Naomi Poyner, Washington
state; five grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Services will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist.
Active pallbearers will be Wiley Mayfield, Gary Covey, Charles R.
Tutt, Perry Cavitt, Dan Miller and Bob Blalock. Her Sunday School
Class at Memorial Baptist Church will be an honorary group. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice Program, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky. 42071.

Mrs. Alice Katryne Alford, 67, Hamlin, died Friday, Nov. 17, 1995,
at 7:35 p.m. at Centennial Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn.
She was a member of Blood River Baptist Church. Born Jan. 19,
1928, at Nashville, she was the daughter of the late Orman Ray Waggoner and Nette Menurva Myers Waggoner. Also preceding her in
death were two children, Glendan Johnson and Nette Ann Gizzard.
Survivors include her husband, Allen Alford; six daughters, Mrs.
Ruby Stewart and husband, Bud, Mrs. Pamela Dube and husband, Ira,
and Mrs. Carlene Torsak and husband, Al, all of Murray, Mrs. Dianne
Herrington and husband, Loren, Westville, Fla., Mrs. Debris Johnson
and husband, Robert, Nashville, and Mrs. Debby Branam and husband, Tim, Whitebow, Texas; one son, Robert Gizzard and wife, Sharon, Westville, Fla.; 45 grandchildren; 24 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy will officiate. Music will
be by Danny Barnhill, Robert Gizzard and Gunner Nance.
Pallbearers will be Dale, Tim, Mark and Travis Torsak and Scott
and Dan Barnhill, active; Shane and Keyin Barnhill, Bobby, David
and Paul Stewart, Jeremy Dube, David Furbrough and Steve Hernington, honorary. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.

demonstrate that it can handle
whatever a customer needs,
including delivering a highsecurity product on a precision
schedule.

Willie Belle Fariess shared the story "Pocahontas" with the Chestnut
Preschoolers for National Children's Book Week, Bound for Discovery.
The week's theme was Native Americans. Pictured are Lauren Hendon,
Meg Henry, Jake Darnell, Kathryn Wilson, Brock Simmons, Claire Barnett, Cheisey Weaver and Kelly Butterworth.

HOG MARKET
Sews
US 1.2 275.315 IA.
US 1.3 355-411
US 11 455.523 At
US 1.3 523 5 ep s._lb
US 24 31111-50. lbs._
Mere 5213042.55

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
I 1,41,
..{ Int • kic.”1,-,

I III 11.11,,c1 WI

*Sr .nr1 c?rf

525.511-24.55
527111-273*
S3141.3345
124.55.2.1.51

k Woodmen
of the World
Lite Insurance Society

Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet! Without proper installation, your carpet or
other floor covering will not look as beautiful and certainly will not last as long.
We sell all 1st quality carpet, vinyl, tile and hardwood.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

Mona,

30 Yrs. Exporionco
Torn Taylor Rd

o

753-7728

an•gra s

Hwy 641 . 1*/2 Wes South of Murray to Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

Plaza
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Bar-B-0 Rbs, Pond Raised Cadet $
Fillets, Fred Chicken, Hickory
Smoked Ham,Food Bar, Salad Bar,

Dessert Bar, DrkilL
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
estnut St.
urray, Ky.

'S

753-0045
Mon -Fri.
10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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A Family Tradition.

Jcatrict, Sharon. Tripp and Bryan Furches enjoy making
their holiday selections together at Corn-Austin.

A Time To Share... A Time To Care...
A Season To Create Memories.

4

toru-ausstin
Downtown•Murray

Open Sundays 1-5
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gift from Corn-Austin speaks for Itself.

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
753-4377
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Album security tight
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Seven off-duty police cars, satellite and radio tracking, and
searches were used to protect
some 31,000 boxes containing the
"Beatles Anthology I," the
album containing the band's first
new song in 25 years.
Three convoys of trucks began
arriving at the United Parcel Service's sorting facility around 5:30
a.m. EST Sunday, well ahead of
published plans to keep the CDs
locked in the Jacksonville, Ill.,
factory until ABC-TV started its
miniseries on the Beatles on Sunday night. From Louisville, the
albums were shipped by air to
their destinations.
Capitol Records, which plans
to make big money off the album,
cut a multimillion-dollar deal
giving ABC first air rights to
"Free as a Bird," the Beatles'
new song.
"Even one of these things getting out would blow it," UPS
spokesman Ken Shapero said of
the CDs.
"UPS is normally pretty
security-conscious," said offduty county police Officer
Dorsey Powell, who worked the
Beatles shift Sunday.
The trucks were tracked by
satellite and radio as they crossed
Indiana, security personnel was
posted at every step of the process and searches — recorded on
"search audit forms" — were
conducted of everyone leaving
the UPS property.
Kevin Hatcher, who managed
the "loss prevention" program in
Louisville for UPS, put two
weeks of planning into the
operation.
For UPS, which has been
working to shed a somewhat rigid
corporate image, the operation
presented an opportunity to

Prices as of 9 a.m.

ZtICIRPET & FLOOR COVERING

Mrs. Alice Katryne Alford

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs
contact:
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Two students nominated for admission
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Derek Somerville (right), president of the MSU interfratemity Council, and
Brandon Hayes, president of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, present Carol Julian
with a check for $6,812 for the Ginger Adams Memorial Scholarship.

MSU fraternity council
donates to scholarship
before the donation by the Greek
Those who knew Murray State
University student Ginger Adams organizations. That $20,000 represented over 500 donations from
said she inspired others to fling
across the country.
themselves into activity. She led by
example.
"It was an incredible reaction,"
Recalling the former cheerleader
Julian said. "We were getting cards
who died on March 24, 1995, MSU
and letters everyday."
senior and longtime friend Staci
According to Julian, the first
Shipp remembers her as always
scholarship will be awarded for the
being busy."She was always happy, Fall 1996 semester.Recipients of
never though she always had a
the scholarship will be full-time
hundred things going," Shipp said.
MSU sophomores, juniors or seniors who are majoring in English,
"She had such an invincible spirit."
communications or journalism with
That spirit inspired others after
the intention of pursuing a career in
she was gone to give something
back in Adams' name. Friends, high school teaching. Additionally,
they should be residents of the
reletives, sorority sisters, MSU Supporters and strangers started giving
Jackson Purchase area of western
within hours of her death to the
Kentucky.
Ginger Adams Memorial ScholarAdams was intent on maintaining
ship established by her parents, her dean's list status at Murray State,
Hafford and Joanna Adams of Shipp said.
Murray.
"We always studied too much,"
Derek Somerville, president of she '".id. "She was involved in so
much and still maintained her
Murray State's Interfraternity Council, and Brandon Hayes, president
grades. I'm convinced she was alof Pi Kappa Alpha(Pikes), recently
ways just naturally smart."
represented the campus Greek sysAdams legacy at Murray State
tem by donating $6,812 to the MSU
will ensure that other students reFoundation scholarship named in
ceive the chance to follow in her
her honor.
footsteps.
Two days before Adams' death
Donations to the Ginger Adams
the Pikes organized a car wash to
Scholarship Fund may be mailed to
generate fund raising for the famithe Murray State University Foundlies of the MSU cheerleaders who ation, P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY
had been injured in a traffic acci- 42071-0009.
dent.. According to Somerville, approximately $12,000 was raised.
"We had a large turnout," Somerville said.
He ex plainelthat the initial intent
of the fund raiser was to helii—the
families meet expenses that insurance would not cover such as
transportation, lodging and financial needs which could not !•,e met
because of lost work time.
Sights and sounds of an AfricanSomerville said he was overAmerican Cultural Celebration will
whelmed by the response they received. He estimated that nearly 400 echo from Murray State Univepeople turned out to help with the sity's Curris Center Ballroom Nov.
car wash, including community 29 as members of the campus and
members. He noted that while the community gather to celebrate AfriPikes chaired the fund raiser, the can-American heritage.
A Pre-Kwanzaa Celebration, the
donations represented all of the
-first
of its kind at Murray State, is
Greek organizations on campus
being hoste6 by the university and
which participated.
After helping with family needs the Xi Alpha Chapter of Sigma
and using a small portion of the Gamma Rho Sorority. The program
money to buy equipment for the begins at 6 p.m. ana i_;cludes the
cheerleaders, Somerville said a de- special appearance of a master
cision was made to donate the storyteller who will share the story
remaining funds to the scholarship of Kwanzaa. The audience will also
be entertained with performances
fund.
by an African Dance Troupe and
Carol Julian, assistant director in
Murray State's own Voices of
the office of development and Praise.
alumni affairs, noted that the schoFollowing the ceremony, a tradilarship fund has exceeded $20,000 tional African
-American style meal

U.S. Representative Ed Whitfield apply for admission to an academy
tion and conumunent needed to
"This is the first year I haw had
announced Friday he has nominated and serve our nation in uniform."
complete the acadenut: and phy sical
the opportunity to nominate a full
Joe Hayman,of Murray, has been
two Calloway County residents for
rigors of academy Ile."
slate of candidates for admission to
admission to one of the nation's accepted into the naval Academy.
Each ot the academies will make
a service academy," Whitfield
military service academies.
Jason West , of Almo, has been
the final decisions on which nomstated. "While an academy educa"The nomination is the first step accepted into West Point.
inees will be °tiered admission.
tion is not for everyone, it is a
Any student wishing to attend
in securing an appointment to the
wonderful opportunity for young
Those decisions w ill be made
service academies," Whitfield said, ; West Point,the Air Force Academy,
people who have excelled in high
throughout the first quarter of next
"and admission is an extremely • "eir the Naval"Academy must receive
year.
school and who possess the dedicacompetitive process. I am proud of a Congressional or military-service
connected nomination. The overeach and every young person from
whelming number of applicants
the 1st District who has decided to
seek a nomination from either their
congressman or senator.
Nominations and admissions are
For Your Convenience Now Offers
based on the applicants' grade point
average,college board scores,participation in extracurricular activiDaily Monday-Friday
ties, including sports, and overall
The Washington office of First character and leadership qualities.
Ship Weekly & Save Money
District Representative Ed WhitAny student who wishes to -apply
UPS
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
field is accepting applications for
mug be at least 17 years of age, but
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
internships for the Spring and Sum753-2380
no older than 22 at the time of
mer of 1996.There is one internship
admission, a U.S. citizen, and
per semester in the Washington, unmarried.
D.C. office and interns receive a
stipend of $250 per week.
MillMIMI MINN MNIM IMMO MIMIHMI
MI=111=111 MEM MI
Applicants must be a junior or
senior in college and must have an
official residence in Kentucky's
First District.
Interns work in the Washington
office five days per week and get an
up-close view of how the Federal
government works. In addition to
general office work, interns are
given opportunities to sit in on
(NO OBLIGATION MING TO PAY1
important briefings and meetings,
interact with other federal departYOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
ments and constituents, and arc
offered access to an outstanding I
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
program of guest speakers.
1 Low Back Pain
t 1tandi,
1 3 Numb ln iiiqers
5 Dininess
Recent speakers have included,
14 ilip Pain
1ii
2 Headaches
6 Sore Elbov.,.
Senate Majority Whip Trent Lott,
15 Tight Mn;cles
11 Pain down 1
7 Neck Pain
16 Aching Feet
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton,
3 SAh°
4
rthlrl ki tiier
12 Mustle Sp;,,,rns
8 Indigestion
s Pain
and former football star, CongressFIND OUT NOW whether careful. orofessioral chiropractic care can relieve you, Dr Dennis L Heskett D C
man J.C. Watts.
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30 CO or more It wiil include a
Students interested in applying
chi ropractc orthopedic test, a chiropractc neuroiogical test, a blood pressure !est, asp na
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess mot on in the spine, a rriJsde
for an internship should write Whitstrengthness test, and a private consultation w,th the doctor to dlsci.,ss the results.
field's Intern Coordinator, Meghan
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
Boland, at 1541 Longworth House
; wil111
RESes)NSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
Office Building, Washington, DC
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,ExAMINA'.ONOR TREATMENT
tS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING To THE ADVE
20515.
MENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION Crl TREATMENT
"This is a great opportunity for
FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!
students interested in government to
see, first-hand, how their government works,' said Whitfield.
301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42C 71
"Washington,DC is also an exciting
, PMA MA
city which offers many other opportunities to our interns. I encourage
students to apply."

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Applications
sought for
internships

UPS Pick-Up

kb.

I $30\1

I Get Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination.

1

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116

L------FREE...................1
••••••11\

Culture celebration set
for Nov.29 at MSU
be served. Reservations for the
meal must be made in advance by
calling (502) 762-3155. Spaces are
limited and will be accepted on a
first-come basis until Monday,Nov.
20. The cost of the meal will be S5
for adults and $3 for children or
MSU students.
Annazette Fields, director of
equal opportunity at Murray State
and adviser for Sigma Gamma Rho,
invites everyone to come to the
Curris Center to learn, enjoy and
support this campus celebration organized for the first time to recognize African-American culture. She
says those attending the celebration
are encouraged to dress in Afrocentric attire if they choose, but
that is not a requirement. For more
details concerning the celebration
call (502) 762-3155.

1

THANKSGIVING FEAST

Yoin us for a traditivnat Thanksgiving Buffet!
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

We will be serving...
Glazed Ham • Tender Turkey Breast • Savory Pot Roast
• corn
• mashed potatoes
• green peas
• brown gravy
#

Do You Still Like To See Your Cancelled Checks Each Month?
You Can With A Checking Account At The Murray Branch
of Hopkinsville Federal

sfIONEYS

reel'

• cornbread dressing
• candied yams
• macaroni salad
• cole slaw
• giblet gravy

• hot dinner rolls
• french bread
• pumpkin pie
• cherry pie
• blueberry pie

Salad Bar Included!

Adults '7.99
Children (6-12) '4.99
Under Age 5 FREE!

's

-

Turkey Dinners Available 55.59 (5 p.m.-close)
HWY 641 N. • Murray

753-9257
Visit Or Call Our Office At
608 Main Street • 753-7921

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
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Begins Thursday, November 17th
Open 'Til 7 p.m.

DWI

OR mom

%
OFF
•

SOME ITEMS 1/2 OF 1/2
All Sales Final - All Sales Cash Or Immediate Financing
No Refund - No Exchange - Free Delivery - Deferred Financing Available To Qualified Buyers
S.

(Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 So. 3rd • Murray • 753-3621
A

Celebrate
Our Grand
Opening Sale
Now...

2

2
2

2
2
3

3
3

7

Introducing Norwalk - America's unique source for fast and affordable quality custom
seating. You dream it. We build it. And deliver in only 30 days! Right now, enjoy special
Grand Opening savings on sofas, chairs, sectionals and recliners, in thousands of fabrics and
leathers, and hundreds of styles. Come
discover the difference and the possibilities
for your home. Celebrate the savings now
..:and your new seating in 30 days!
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Euro Disney makes profit

The 1995 444 Talk Meet participants awarded for a job well done. Mrs. Glnny
Harper is pictured with the speakers.

Di. Bill Pasco of Murray and Murray State student Misty Gaddls of Calhoun, Ky., are presented with game balls they won In a raffle at the
game against Eastern Kentucky. Shown presenting the balls Is Racer
head coach Houston Nun.

Jacob McKenzie, a 9 year old, first year participant speaks confidently while
presenting his speech.

4-H'ers enjoy talk meet

William H. Mulligan, III, left, and Dr. William H. Mulligan, Jr.

MSU Forensics Team
to debate tenure issues
Father and son square off as Dr.
William Mulligan, assistant professor of history at Murray State
University, and William Mulligan
III, member of the MSU Forensics
team, debate tenure policies on
Wednesday, Nov.29 in the Wrather
Museum Auditorium.
Dr. Mulligan will be joined by
Forsenics team members Bobby
Goebel and Angel Fairbanks on the
negative argument and William
Mulligan will be teamed with fellow
Forensics team member Mona Warren and Dr. William Shell, assistant

1

2

3

professor of history on the affirmative side.
The debate will include both
positive and negative constructive
arguments, cross examination,
panel questions and closing arguments. Afterward a microphone will
be open for audience questions and
opinions.
The Murray State University
Forensics Team has won numerous
awards this year. This will be their
first debate held on campus this
school year. All community members are invited to attend.

37 Hobo
39 Fulfill
40 Timber tree
42 Timid
44 Ladies man
46 Printers
measure
48 Resident of
Vienna
50 — -toothed
tiger
53 Rhythmical
swing
54 That woman
55 Silver
symbol
57 Rime
remover
61 Exist
62 — a fast
one
64 — cabinet
65 Word of
excitement
66 TV's Lacey
67 Ivy League
college

1 Large
volume
5 Hairdo
9 Dined
12 "No man —
— island"
13 Lacking
substance
14 Baby's
napkin
15 Friendly
correspondent
(2 wds.)
17 Neon symbol
18 Numero —
19 Future attys.'
exam
21 Sarandon or
Dey
23 Skips
27 Hebrew
letter
28 Sheeplike
29 "Salem's -31 Prefix with
cover
34 Eastwood ID
35 And so on
(abbr.)
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8 Wallet fillers
9 Reviled
10 Singer Turner
11 Black
16 Items of
property
20 — Aviv
22 Elevator sign
23 — Raton,
Florida
24 Actor
Montand
25 Greek letter
26 Cry
30 Reptile with
shell
32 Mental image
33 Early
36 Tea
38 Shock
41 Jew
43 Actor Brynner
45 Roman 1001
47 Myself
49 Move
sideways
50 "Jaws" star
51 Flight (prefix)
52 Engrossed
56 — Lombardo
58 Spy org.
59 Building
addition
60 Female ruff
63 TV's Dr.
Spock (inits.)
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NEW CROP

atm

•

AszA AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Walter's rtrii
Pharmacy
Will Ship
Your
Packages

via

UPS

SIGNS

Computerised Shipping s. nice

Billboards- Banners - Vinyl Lettering
Screen Printing - Caps - 1-Shirts • Jackets

--Walter's
Pharmacy

H.410 ADIERTISING SPECIALIIS SHOWROOM

BUSINESS PRINTING
Business Cards • Letterheads - Envelopes
Rubber Stamps - Labels- burltations
6155.12th Si,

604 S. 12th

753-1905 Southelde Center

St. 753-7688

• MIRRORS•
Any Size
"Quality That Will Please"

HORNTON

T ILE & MARBLE
612 So. 9th St.

oninw71UIL•
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Murray

753

37 19
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We Feature Name Brand Tires ,
Laramie • Remington
lifial
Firestone • Michelin
UNIROYALX
—Open Saturdays Until Noon—

^

=NW

Holland Tire Co.

-

t -••

jrv

East Main • 753-5606

1,

Ovens.

College
of
ncl ToOt

••

.--

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
Home

Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

John W. Harbison of Murray, chairman of the military science department at
Murray State University, received a promotion lo the rank of lieutenant
colonel. Harbison (center) received the promotion from Col. Richard T.
Anderson, Third Brigade Commander, Second Region (ROTC), U.S. Army
Cadet Command, Fort Knox, Ky. Also pictured with the newly promoted
colonel Is his wife, Marion. Harbison's parents are Mr. and Mrs. George T.
Harbison of Chattanooga, Tenn.

OPEN
Thanksgiving Day!
November

23,

11-3 p.m.

.95

ARE HERE

Eva's Country Kitchen
Coldwater Rd.
753-3138

753-0489

600 Main St.

ci)
C.)

Buffet $6

Wild Shelled Halves & Pieces
oblunchin. Pecans...Roasted/Salted
*Custom Cracking Of Yours, In Shell
*New: Chocolate Pecans and Almonds;
Roasted Cashews

• 4..4. .

For Auto &

PECANS
•Best

Kentucky Nut Corporation
Box so, Hickman, KY.
WU
Mao (502)

4

Euro Disne) Lit:doe(' hie Ilcr
park and hotel resenue, iiIit
controls, its 'icy. Spate
ride and the impact tit I.t.t %,.1:
financial ft:sou:L(1(1th. !or
recovery

EXPRESS

•••

3 — -abouttown
4 Get on

1 — the scales
2 Gravel ridge
5

second place and a red ribbon with
By Kellie Moss
The 1995 4-H talk meet, held "Randem Acts of Kindness."
Rebecca Lee took first place in
Nov. 6 at Calloway County High
School proved to be a great success. the 13 year old catergory with
Twelve, participated in the contest "Feline Feelings." She received a
ranging between the ages of nine blue and purple ribbon. In the 15 to
19 year old catergory, Laurie Jo
and fifteen.
In the nine year old catergory Parker received a blue and purple
JoAnna Lamb took first place with ribbon for winning first place with
her speech, "All about Goats," She her sppech, "How Stress Affects
received a blue ribbon and a purple The Body."
for champion. Jacob McKenzie and
All first place winners will be
Andrew Kilby tied for second, both eligible to compete at the area level
receiving a red ribbon. Jacob's on March 30. Ginny Harper, Callospeech is titled "Christopher Col- way County 4-H agent, sends a
umbus," and Andrew titled his"The special congratulations to all the
Good Egg."
participants for a job well done.
Receiving a blue and purple
A special thanks should go out to
ribbon,Summer Williams took first the following judges: Dr. Durwood
place in the 10 year old catergory Beatty, Wilhna Beatty,Kellie Moss,
with "Homeless." Angela Oliver Mary Steely, Shelia Weiler, John
came in second with "What It Takes Potts, Wendy Parker, Jeff Stuart,
To Be A Good Farmer." She re- Kimmi Hayes and Dr. Loyd Jacks.
ceived a blue ribbon. Also receiving Thank you Janie Green, Carol
blue ribbons in the 10 year old Chapman, Donna Alexander and
catergory is Brian Shelby with Robert Hendon for serving as room
"Video Game Violence." Laura host. A special thanks to Mr.
and
Beth Lamb with "Delightful World Mrs. Scott for helping at registraof Dogs" and Ryan Lee with "B. tion.
King Safely."
4-H is a non-profit organization
First place in the 12 year old of the University of Kentucky
catergory was LaShawna R. Lewis. Cooperative Extension Service.The
Lewis received a blue and purple Calloway 4-H Council
receives
ribiJon for her speech,"Is Patriotism funding from the Murray
Calloway
Jead." Elizabeth Kilby received County United
Way.

PARIS (AP) — It's a small
profit after all.
Defying the critics, Euro Disney ended fiscal 1995 with a net
profit Wednesday, putting its
embaulecl Disneyland Paris resort
in the black a year ahead of schedule and for the first time in its
history.
Euro Disney said it earned
$22.8 million in fiscal 1995 — a
stark contrast to the S366-million
loss it posted a year ago.
"Our goal was to break even
in 1996," said Steve Burke, Euro
Disney's chief financial officer.
"This comes a year ahead of
schedule, which for us is very
good. We're now very confident
we can build on this new base."
Disneyland Paris now ranks as
the No. 1 tourist draw in France,
even among the French, eclipsing
the Louvre and Eiffel Tower.
It has been a wild ride for the
troubled theme park. Disneyland
Paris opened with a thud in April
1992, just as economies throughout Europe slumped. Criticism of
the project was widespread. Analysts questioned whether it was
naive to assume the Disney formula would succeed in Europe.
The $4 billion theme park
skidded into its first winter with
five theme hotels half-empty,
forcing it to temporarily shutter a
sixth. Rumors of the park's
imminent closure followed and
lines at the gate shrank.
At one point, it was hemorrhaging $I million- a day.
But as France warmed to Disneyland Paris, the theme park's
fortunes began to change. Euro
Disney reported its first quarterly
profit in July, foreshadowing its
profit for the 12 months ended
Sept. 30.

11-20 © 1995 United Feature Syndicate
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Kroger hosts
blood mobile

f

The new Kroger Store in Murray
is hosting an American Red Cross
Blood Mobile on Saturday, Nov.25,
from 9a.m.to 3 p.m. The Red Cross
Bus will be parked in front of
Kroger, with registration inside of
the store. Special Red Cross T-shirts
will be given that day. Kroger is
having a blood drive because of the
downward trend of blood collections across the United Slates.
"It seems to be getting harder
every month to collect enough
blood to meet the region's needs...in
fact we don't collect enough blood
to meet our community needs," said
Faye Hayden,spokesperson foikthe
American Red Cross.
The American Red Cross is the
main supplier of platelets (the clotting factor of blood: used for chemotherapy, leukemia,severe bleeding) for the Murray Calloway
County Hospital and the back-up
source for blood in short supply at
the hospital.
What happens if this region can't
collect the blood that we need for
our hospitals?
"It creates major problems," explained Hayden,surgeries may have
to be cancelled, trauma patients and,
patients who use a lot of blood
might die..We never want to see that
happen." Our goal at the Red Cross
is that no one should ever die
because there isn't enough blood,"
said Hayden.
"There is an easy solution for
decreasing the shortage of blood.
More people need to understand the
seriousness of the problem. Only
about 4 out of every 100 people
actually donate blood. Anyone who
has never donated blood should try
just once. It is not a bad experience.
In fact, once a -person donates, they
really feel good about what they
have done. They have helped to
save a life. In addition, if every
blood donor would give at least two
to three times a year we would be
able to meet the community's need,"
said Hayden.
The blood drive is coming at a
critical time of year, during a holiday season, when there are considerably more accidents and when
the shortages are more apparent.

•
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Make a Difference
Support Your United Way.

Storey's

FLAG-0411C! OR
GOLDENROD ALL VARIETIES

*We Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

MILK
slog

YOUR El
THESE 4

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray 'We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

1 GAL.

COUNTRY CREEK

DOVE

LARGE EGGS

DISHWASHING LIQUID
Ism

49

PRICES GOOD WE
Opi

ARMOUR
1 VIENNA SAUSAGE
C

fr44.1.001,
- 14 01

5 OZ.

22 OZ.

1 DOE.
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH LNE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

L.. SMITH

4ot
—
CORN MO
MIX

_

U.S.D.A. BO

DINER
MILLS

4
.
6
,410

5 LB.

ge

$1101
ROI

$11
.
I

SUE
CHICKEN BROTH

DEL MONTE

SWEET

PINEAPPLE

o.z ege

S.

FLAV-O-RICH
OR GOLDENROD

CarrlSAUCERI1

_J

14.5
OZ.

17.25

16

OZ.05,

Beni'
TISSU
E
4 ROLL

DEP°

4 J

S.

8 OZ.

ICE
CREAM
1/2 GALLON

COKE

NORTHSTAR ASSORTED

WHIPPING CREAM
1/2 PINT

I LB.

BREYERS

14.5 TO 15.25 OZ.

S.

YAMESi

C

EGETABLES

VELVEENTSHELLS

1

SOUR CREAM

DEL MONTE
CUT GREEN BEANS,
CORN, PUS

Presentation
to feature
UFO research
"UFOs: The Hidden History" is a
90-minute lecture and slide show
which will be presented Nov.30at8
p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom.
The show concerns a U.S. government cover-up on UFOs, and is
based on previously classified documents that have been secured via
the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) by several researchers and
arc now available to the public. At
the conclusion of the program, Mr.
Hastings will provide information
that will allow members of the
audience to access up to 600 pages
of these now-released documents.
Hastings, an independent UFO
researcher and lecturer, said his
interest in UFOs began in 1967,
when he was present at an air traffic
control tower at Malmstrom Air
Force Base, near Great Falls, Montana.
"Five UFOs were tracked on
radar for several minutes," he recounts, "and jets were launched to
attempt an intercept of them. I later
learned from Air Force sources that
as the jets closed in, the UFOs
performed a vertical ascent and left
the area at an enormous speed -- far
beyond the capability of any conventional .aircraft."
Since that incident, Hastings has
devoted countless hours researching UFOs and our government's
covert responses to them. He has
spoken at nearly 500 colleges and
universities nationwide since 1981,
in an effort to bring to the public the
intriguing information that he, and
other UFO researchers, ,have obtained.
"The time has come for the
government to be forthright with the
American people regarding its
knowledge of UFOs," he says.
"However, I see no evidence of
this."
Hastings is employed as a laboratory analyst by a semiconductor
manufacturer in Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
The lecture is sponsored by the
University Center Board at MSU.
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LAY'S
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CHIPS
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Sugar Free, instant or
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Campbell's
changes
soup recipe

DOUBLE COUPONS
Double your money back on
all manufacturers coupons,
up to 50. Restrictions apply.
See store for more details.

HYDE PARK GRADE A

YOUR EYES ON
THESE BUYS!

TURKEY
10 LB. a UP

MasterCard

R10ES GOOD WED. 11/15/95 THRU THURS. 11/23/95

40!

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
w

•

ICHILI HOT BEANS

cf ORANGE JUICE

BUSH

SUNNY DELIGHT
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nyAttit
De"
•
,00.!

COITONELLE

BATH TISSUE

oet* WitC

I

16 OZ.1

j:64 OZ.

ZD
:ARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

\.

LIMIT 1
WITH 815 ADD. PURCHASE

WITH ONE FILLED
MART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

FIELD BONELESS

U S D A. BONELESS BEEF

If

SHOULDER
ROAST

SAUSAGE

GROGAN S
PORK

KENTUCKIAN
HAM
HALF OR WHOLE

1 LB.
2 14T.I $3.17

yashrinfriEs
$129

BOLOGNA

929

t's

1 iMAIM I
$359
5 LB.
ROLL

841(ERY GOODS

C
.10..99
C
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GARLIC
PULL-PART.

BUTTER
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BREAST
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I

AMERICAN
CHEESE
SWISS
CHEESE
•

FAMILY PACK

10 LB. a UP

HYDE PARK
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'e

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TURKEYS

79!
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•
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BUTTERBALL
SELF-BASTING

PICNICS

-61Hit*
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PINEREOIVREAD
S139
12 OZ.

12 OZ.

METZGER
WHOLE
SMOKED

LL

CHUCK
ROAST

FIELD SLICED
REC. 8 THICK

I LB.

U.S.D.A. BONELESS BEEF

$029
LB. U

CAMDEN, N.J. (AP) — Last
summer Campbell's began saying
its soup was "M'm M'm beuer."
Now it is unveiling a new recipe
for chicken noodle that it says
backs up the claim.
The recipe, which puts a third
more chicken in every can, was
introduced in August and began
reaching stores across the country
last month. The Camden-based
Campbell Soup Co. said it represents the first significant change
since it began marketing chicken
noodle soup in 1934.
"The overall goal is to sell
more soup," company spokesman
Kevin Lowery said. "This is the
first real change. It's a massive
change."
Campbell markets 64 varities
of soup, but chicken noodle is its
most popular, selling 350 million
cans a year.
It wasn't always that way.
When it was introduced as
"Chicken and Noodle" soup in
1934, Lowery said, it met with a
lukewarm reception. That
changed a few years later, he
said, when a radio announcer
mistakenly called the soup chicken noodle and people flocked to
buy it.
Over- -the years, the recipe
remained virtually unchanged,
although the company did introduce a double-noodle chicken
soup three years ago.
"It wasn't a knock-your-socksoff product" Lowery said.
Campbell, the nation's sixthlargest food company, is also
bringing out a new line of
reduced-fat soups for healthconscious consumers. Originally
introduced in the United Kingdom 18 moiidis ago, they began
to arrive in the United States in
August.
Also in August, the company
announced its nay slogan, "M'm
M'm Better," a variation of the
one it had dropped two years ago,
"M'm M'm Good."
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North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
J 102
✓ K 109
• AK Q 103
+85
WEST
EAST
+ A K Q7
+9654
V7643
V 82
•7 4 2
•8 5
+ K 92
+10763
SOUTH
+ 83
V AQJ5
•J 96
A QJ4
The bidding:
North East
South West
I•
1V
Pass
1
2V
4V
Pass
Opening lead — king of spades.
It is said that they also serve who
only stand and wait.There are similar occasions in bridge where inaction is more rewarding than action,
and here is a case to demonstrate the
point.
South reached four hearts on the
sequence shown and West started
out with the K-A-Q of spades, declarer ruffing the third round.South
then drew three rounds of trumps,
hoping to find them divided 3-3.
Unfortunately, Westturned up with
four trumps, and the fat was now
really in the fire.
•
Declarer next attempted a club
finesse, which lost to West's king,
and South finished down two,losing
three spades, a trump and a club.
But if South had handled his
resources more skillfully, he would
have wound up making the contract.
All he had to do was to discard a low
club on the third round of spades.
This simple precautionary maneuver would have allowed him to make
the contract if the missing trumps
were divided either 3-3 or 4-2 (84
percent), and he would have wound
up scoring the ten high-card tricks
he had started with.
It could be argued in defense of
South's play at trick three that he
was only doing what came naturally
by automatically winning the third
trick instead of deliberately losing
it. The hard fact is that spontaneity
in bridge rarely produces compensating rewards, as many declarers
who play too quickly eventually find
out.
The aim of the game is to win,
and if losing a trick instead of winning it improves one's chances of
making the contract,that is the best
policy to follow.Speedsters in bridge,
as in life, have to pay heavy fines
when they are caught.
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made by management,as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Honorable Mayor William N. Cherry and
Members of the City Council
City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky

In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the City of Murray, Kentucky as ofJune 30, 1995,and the results ofits
operations and the cash flows of its proprietary fund types and fiduciary fund types for the year then
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements ofthe City ofMurray,Kentucky
as of June 30, 1995, and for the year then ended, as listed in the table of contenta. These financial
statements are the responsibility ofthe City's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards,issued by the Comptroller General of the United States,and the provisions of Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-128, Audits of State and Local Governments. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,on
a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund and account group financial statements
and schedules listed in the table ofcontents are presented for purposes ofadditional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the City of Murray, Kentucky. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Richardson, Howe & Melton
August 23, 1995

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
JUNE 30, 1995
Governmental Fund Types

Proprietary Fund Types

General

Special
Revenue

Enterprise
Funds

$658,287
225,000

$229,772
54,240

$939,171
4,781,507

Fiduciary Funds

Internal
Service Funds

Account Groups

Totals

General Long- (Memorandum
General
Only)
Term Debt
Fixed Assets

Trust
Funds

ASSETS
Cash in banks and on hand
Investments, at cost, which approximates market
Receivables (net of allowances for uncollectibles):
Taxes
Customer
Due from other funds
Other
Gas well reserve, at average cost
Materials and supplies, at average cost
Prepaid expenses
Utility plant in service
Land
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Vehicles
Other equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Unamortized debt discount
Restricted asset
Escrow account - KPAA
Deferred compensation fund
Amounts to be provided for retirement of debt
Deferred landfill closure casts

•

$64,723
1,081,587

$2,059,047
6,332,890

20,343

174
4,225
971
17,329

48,390
581,605
391,598
40,638
391,565
238,429
38,395
34,104,274
1,477,379
1,368,352
4,188,878
659,564
359,736
(13,000,882)
175,445
4,035,775
7,866
232,088
149,394
149,394
89.309

48,216
31,261
10,554

25,467
7393

64,931
47,438

577,380
313,556
5,562
391,565
218,731
38,395
34,104,274
1,169,879
502,253
2,820,902
659,564
359,736
(12,867,882)
175,445
3,929,761
7,866
184,650

19,698

307,500
641,099
1,342,976

225,000
25,000

(133,000)
41,083

89,309
$1,085,687

TOTAL ASSETS

$167,094
190,556

$316,672

Governmental Fund Types

General

Special
Revenue

$28,090

$1,448

$38,401,624

$514,691

Fiduciary Funds

Proprietary Fund Types
Enterprise
Funds

$2,291,575

$1,210,092

Trust
/mail

Internal
Service Funds

$149,394 $43 969 735

Account Groups

Totals

General Long- (Ineenmdum
General
Term Debt
Only)
Fixed Assets

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Notes payable
Bonds payable
Customer deposits
Accrued payables
Accrued retirement
Accrued payroll taxes
Accrued interest
Bonds
Customer deposits
Other notes
Due to other funds
Deferred compensation payable
Lease obligation payable
Capital additions by refund agreement
Total Liabilities

$661,835
5,013,211
5,830,000
242,560

$10,545

$ 149,394

$-

17,556

36,112
47,438

129,196

4,198

5,646

$701,918
5,162,605
5,830,000
242,560

1,000

17,556
1,000

101,016
47,286
628
173,236
184,650
35,075
266,968
12,557,465

101,016
47,286
628
391,598
232,088
35,075
266,968
13,030,298

Fund Equity:
Investment in general fixed assets
Contributed capital
Grants in aid of construction
Other contributions in aid of construction
Retained Earnings
Unreserved
Fund Balance
Reserved
Unreserved
956,491
Actuarial present value of projected benefits payable
to current retirants and beneficiaries
Unfunded actuarial present value of credited
projected benefits
Total Fund Equity
956,491

311,026

25,844,159

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $1,085,687

$316,672

$38,401,624

177,645

407

149,394

177,645

10,952

250,000

2,291,575
250,000
7,313,399
2,332,311

253,739

16,452,188

2,291,575
7,313,399
2,332,311
16,198,449

41,083
(137,131)

41,083
1,130,386

1,604,158

1,604,158

503,739

(475,663)
1,032,447

2,291,575

(475,663)
30,939,437

$514,691

$1,210,092

$2,291,575

311,026

$149,394

9

ALT

See

Imam

$43,969,735

See Notes to Financial Statements

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995

Governmental
Fund Types

General
Fund
REVENUES
Property taxes
Franchise taxes
Payments in lieu of taxes
Bank shares
Insurance tax
Licenses and permits
Fines and fees
Telephone line charges
Intergovernmental revenue
Interest
Miscellaneous income
CERS Unfunded tax levy
Equipment sales
Grant funds received
Transient room tax
•

$1,170,821
117,407
4,268
92,130
823,024
558,557
12,624
204,390
32,718
6,029
150,044
678
581,980
80,555

Total Revenues

3,835,225

Special
Revenue
Funds

27,246
93,118
206,696
7,921
9,683

344,664

Totals
(Memorandum
Only)
$1,170,821
117,407
4,268
92,130
823,024
558,557
39,870
93,118
411,086
40,639
15,712
150,044
678
581,980
80,555
4,179,889

EXPENDITURES
General government
Police department
Fire department
Animal control
Street department
Planning and zoning
Community development
E-911
Tourism Commission
Drug Court Awards
Debt service:
Principal
Interest
Total Expenditures

167,319
40,383
74,743
11,431

43,038
7,094

659,051
1,076,345
1,073,107
24,300
438,440
98,097
503,524
40,383
74,743
11,431
43,038
7,094

3,755,677

293,876

4,049,553

79,548

50,788

130,336

150,000
(80,555)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) 69,445

80,555

230,555
(80,555)

80,555

150,000

Excess of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over Expenditures
and Other Uses
148,993

131,343

280,336

807,498

179,683

987,181

$956,491

$311,026

$1,267,517

Excess of Revenues Over
Expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds

FUND BALANCE, Beginning of Year*
FUND BALANCE, End of' Year

•••-.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••01•0110.00•••••••••••••

659,051
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Water and
Sewer
OPERATING REVENUES
Charges for services
Tap-on fees
Miscellaneous revenues
Total Operating Revenues

Natural
Gas

Sanitation

$4,078,040

$1,790,515

95,142

2,462

$8,848,690
98,339
287,143

3,268,013

4,173,182

1,792,977

9,234,172

357,253
451,893
384,525
144,490
190,461
153,466
92,491
802,687

149,037
261,785
70,013
167,233
182,293
2,650,612
519,415

128,938

723,900
809,948

Operating Income
NON-OPERATING REVENUES
(EXPENSES)
Interest income
Interest expense
Amortization expense
Gain (loss) on sale of equipment
Total Non-Operating
Revenues (Expenses)
Income before
Operating Transfers
OPERATING TRANSFERS
From other funds
To other funds
Total Operating Transfers

4,000,388

1,662,786

8,240,440

690,747

172,794

130,191

993,732

200,717
(493,293)
(17,892)
239

187,549
(4,921)

48,368
(2,447)

436,634
(500,661)
(17,892)
239

(310,229)

182,628

45,921

(81,680)

380,518

355,422

176,112

912,052

(50,000)

(50,000)
(50,000)

(50,000)
(50,000)

(150,000)
(150,000)

$330,518

$305,422

$126,112

$762,052

$6,610,064

$6,131,538

$2,324,270

$15,065,872

Add: Net income (from page 27)

330,518

305,422

126,112

762,052

Depredation on fixed assets
acquired by grants externally
restricted for capital acquisitions and construction that
reduced contributed capital

212,453

(50,000)

NET INCOME
RETAINED EARNINGS,
Beginning of Year

T35

212,453

Settlement refunds for
prior year gas purchases

158,072

Is

mclum
y)

357,253
451,893
384,525
293,527
452,246
223,479
259,724
1,113,918
2,650,612
519,415
723,900
809,948

2,577,266

2M

95
74
,79
52
178
•64
'36
32)
145
75
166
)88
194

Totals

$2,980,135
98,339
189,539

OPERATING EXPENSES
Water plant expenses
Sewer plant expenses
Water and sewer field operations
Engineering operations
General office operations
Administrative expenses
Other operating expenses
Depreciation
Gas purchased
Gas plant expenses
Collection expenses
Transfer station and landfill expenses
Total Operating Expenses

29

RETAINED EARNINGS,
End of Year

$7,153,035

158,072

$6,595,032

$2,450,382

$16,198,449

COPIES OF THE ENTIRE AUDIT ARE AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE BY CONTACTING THE CITY FINANCE OFFICE AT 762-0315 OR
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT 762-0350.

1,918
2,605
0,000
2,560

7,556
1,000

1,016
7,286
628
1,598
2,088
5,075
6,968
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Notice

WALLPAPER
CLEARANCE
SALE

PAINT PLUS
918 S. 12th • 759-4979
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981

0,298

1,575
0,000
3,399
2,311

2,188

1,083
0,386

4,158

060
Help
Warted

Notice
HAIRCUTS $7.50. University Barber Shop, 105 N.
16th St 753-1953.
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing. $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

The Book Rack

CANCER
INSURANCE

TRUCK DRIVERS
ARE IN GREAT
DEMAND!!

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free informabon call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Help
Wanted

Experienced/Inexperienced
Earn S30,000-$35,000
First Year!
Carrier assistance for
obtaining CDL Training
Arranged, it needed!

DRIVER
RESOURCES INC.
I
I

'free local claim seroce'
•

Interviewing This Week
CALL NOW:
1-809-167-3806

BUSY LAW OFFICE has
immediately opening for
legal secretary. Must possess strong word processing skills using WordPerfect 6 0 Shorthand a definite plus. Salary
commensurate w/
experience. Send resume
to P.O Box 1594, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

Sell & Trade Paperbacks
New Discounted Books
Special Orders
Gifts &. Cards
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-4821

1,663)

ACCEPTING applications CARPET
INSTALLERS
at Dutch Essenhaus NEEDED:
Western Ken753-2334
tucky location, 2 or more
ASTHMA & Allergy Clinic years experience installing
need energetic person for residential carpet d vinyl,
position in the business of- tools furnished Benefits &
fice. Insurance/Billing ex- bonus program Send reperience preferred. Bene- sume to Dept E, P 0 Box
fits provided. Send resume 490, Benton, Ky 42025
to RR 2 Box 39, Murray, Ky Equal Opportunity
Employer
42071.
EXCELLENT opportunity
Local business has an
office/clerical position
available. General secretarial duties required.
Strong communication,
phone & computer skills
necessary along with the
ability to perform multiple
tasks simultaneously. A
competitive compensation
package including, medical, pension & vacation are
available to the right person. Send resume in confidence to P0 Box 1040 H,
Murray, Ky 42071.

9,437

9,735

Hi-Energy Weight
Control Center

HALEY'S
U919 uck
t_T
ia Rental and Sales
Cars, custom vans and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool Wm 112 So. 12th Murray. KY -22071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1,051
3,345
1,107
1,300
1,440
1,097
1,524
),383
3,743
1,431

Eyecare
4 1!./
_
Specialties
Dr. Kerlin M. ASOW

helps you give the gift of sight with special
savings and holiday gift certificates.
Come by to get yours today!

50% Off W/Coupon 2nd Pair of

1,038
r,094

Complete Eyeglasses*

1,553

'Must be same FUC 41 equal or less value.
No other disc. apply. Expires 1/15/96

1,336

1,555
,555)

1,000

1,336

',181

••••10......-q•-

---

$99WW/Coupon

'119° W/Coupon

Soft Daily Wear

Soft Extended Wear

Ct.*, exam, CL Kit,
Sunglasses
'Clear, Spherical
Ultra Flex Thin
No other disc. apply
Expires 1/15/96

exam. CL Kit,
Sunglasses
*Clear, Spherical
Ultra Flex 55
No other disc. apply
Expires 1/15/96

"Where Caring Is Our Specialty"
308 S. 12th St. • Murray • 759-2500

Happy 40th to this
sharp dressed 4th
grade teacher!
Love, 'The Queen"
050
Lost
And Found
LOST: 10yr F/P Necklace
near Readmore, 1 1/1 1 Ph
753-9535 after 4 30
Reward
LOST. Blue/Gray, treeing.
Feist squirrel dog, goes by
Wimpy, in Springcreek &
Canterbury area Child's
pet, please call 753-2905 or
753-7536
LOST: Husky/Lab mix
puppy, mostly black, wearMg blue collar, in the Bailey
Rd area 753-6725
IMO
Help
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
until November 27, for
Christian Preschool Director Qualifications require a
degree, at least two years
verifiable, paid, experience
working with children, and
be Southern Baptist Salary
commensurate with experience Please send resume
with transcripts to 1600 Catalina Drive, Murray, KY.
42071

is coming to Murra. We are now
inter icing for the following positions:

...Secretary •Counselor
•Center Manager
Must have outgoing personality and
have sales experience.
Call To Schedule Inter% iew

1-615-381-6244
Thanks
The family of Johnnie Leon Robinson
would like to thank all of the neighbors,
friends, relatives, members of the Glendale
Road Church of Christ, & members of the
Green Plains Church ofChristfor all the love,
and support that was shown during the time
of his illness and death.
Thanks for the cards, visits, phone calls,
flowers,food and most of all for the prayers.
To Gary Evans and Gerald Coles for the help
they provided. to Dr. Lowry, Dr. Korolevich,
Debbie Adams, all the nurses, Cindy Stober
CSW, Nancy Rose, and hospice.
Special thanks to John Dale and Tom
Levan for their words ofcomfort, pallbearers,
James Payne and the Glendale members for
their beautiful singing, and to BlalockColeman and York Funeral Home for their
service.
God Bless You.
Mable Robinson
Greg & Diana Whitney
George & Treasie Robinson

'AO

EARN up to $1000's
weekly processing mail.
Start now, no experience,
free supplies, information,
no obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Dr
No. 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803
FIELD Representatives:
Immediate openings. We
will provide a proven marketing system that will earn
you $600-$1200 per week.
Our above Reps are earning $1800-$2400 per week.
Don't miss out on this opportunity. 1. Maio( Medical
2.Dental Coverage 3 Prescription Card 4 Company
Car Allowance Program
5. Vacations, Incentives.
We are the largest in the
U.S. For interview, call
Mon -Fri, 9am-4pm.
502-825-9592. No phone
interviews please.
HIRING Spree! Due to rapid expansion we are now
accepting applications immediately to fill positions
with our company Openings are in the following
departments Order takers,
Sales, Managers, Manager
Trainees, Training, Field
Representatives, Surveyors. No experience required, Will tram those accepted You can expect
$60000 per week for all
entry level positions Al
those accepted must be
willing to start immediately
Call for personal interview
9am to 4pm Monday thru
Friday, 502-825-8337 No
phone interviews please
HOME TYPISTS,PC users
needed. $45,000 income
tall
potential.
1-800-513-4343 Ext B8155.
HOMEWORKERS to help
us in our business Send
LSAE to Prime-Data.
38I-M E Oak Dr, Buchanan
TN, 38222.

Energetic Sales
Persons Needed
For
Established
Automobile Dealership. Men and
Women
Wanted.
Experience
Not
Necessary. Apply
In Person At Toyota
Of Murray, M-F
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Or
Send Resume To:
P.O. Box 148,
Murray, KY
42071

ALUM cans copper appi
and all types metal
Wrecked and junk cars &
trucks We sell car parts
Murray Recycling
753-4133
ANTIQUES by the pace or
collections 753 9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753 1418
evenings
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

IMMEDIATE need for ser- GLASS display cases
vice technicians and gas 436-2980
line installers Pay based
on experience Call
753-8181 or come by 802
Chestnut St Murray to

aPPIY
NEED experience farm
help for building out building, corral, and fenang, 3
miles from Crossland Mail
qualifications to T B S
P 0 Box 389 Murray

1995 HOLIDAY Barbies
and other Barbie items
759-2557
40 GAL Water heater for
propane gas never installed Singer knitting machine with ribber & all ac
cessones
in carton
436-5598

NEED help entering bookkeeping data into computer
correctly Knowledge of 486
COMPUTER IBM
computers and accounting compatible
wiprinter Ona plus Send resume to coIn welder
225 amp-220
P 0 Box 1040J, Murray
Brothers word processor w/
NEED tutor for high school monitor, 12ga semi auto
student for ACT prepara- shotgun School & study
desks, camcorder, youth
tion 753-2431
guitar Call 435-4465
PART time sales assistant
20-25hrs per week '95 GT Performer, ridden 6
times, all chrome frame,
759-1600 after 3pm
paid $310, asking $265
SAFETY advisors, 759-1590
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon Thurs ASHLEY wood stove, used
1 winter, paid $900 in '94,
9am-lpm
only
will sell for $450 Excellent
502-759-9130
condition, top of the line
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
glass doors 753-9786
Wanted daytime dis
hwasher Apply in person BARBIES Great Christmas
gift '95 Holiday Both HallMon-Fri, 2-4pm
mark dolls & ornaments
SITTER needed, T & Th in Designer & Specialty
dolls
my home or yours Of in 534-1676
town) Call 753-2240
BUILDING material, odds &
TEXAS REFINERY CORP
ends of lumber, new load
needs mature person now just come in Going
cheap!
in Murray area Regardless Paschall s Salvage, 7. mile
of training, write B N
from Hazel 498-8964
Hopkins, Dept S-42071,
Box 711, Ft Worth, Tx EARLY American Fostoria
punch bowl, stand & ladel
76101
489-2234 after 5
THE Opportunity of a life
time! In-Home Closers, FIBERGLASS for underManager Trainees Imme- pinning as low as
diate hire due to expansion. $3 00/sheet & up PasWork close to home, no chall's Salvage, 'A mile
overnight travel. Fantastic from Hazel, 498-8964
opportunity with fast grow- PHI Sigma
Sigma or Alpha
ing company We are look- Omicron
Pi iackets, sweat
ing for people who want to
shirts & tee shirts Nearly
earn $1000-$2000 weekly
new, about 10 party dresSales experience pre- ses,
sizes 8-18 759-4845
ferred, but will train aggres- Good
quality Price
sive, sincere people looking for a career. Commis- SEE us for your barn or roof
sions, Health/Dental Plan, metal Cut to length
Company car allowance Cover's 36 inches, many
available, Management op- colors Economy Metal &
portunity 6-9 months To Supply Co 489-2722
schedule an interview call
502-825-8637, Mon -Fri,
9am-5pm. No phone inter.
r
views accepted
WANTED Full time housekeeper Need own trans
portabon Send references
to P0 Box 1254, Murray.
Ky 42071
070
Domestk
Childcare

MOTHER of two will
babysit in ray home , all
hours possible, very reasonable 767-0382- Donna
WILL dean houses references, reasonable rates
437-4064
WILL do house-cleaning
Call evenings, 4 till
474-2131
120
Computer,
ANNOUNCING! POWER
FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001
LOCAL Murray BBS
753-6143 24hrs 767-0389
24hrs

BABY bed mattress bumper pads & sheet sets
$75/all 436-55,08
15S
Appliances
108'x72'3dr show model
S R C Refrigeration Call
753-1515 8am 5pm ask for
Wendle
160
Home
Furnishings
COUCH and Recliner Call
753-1805 after 6pm
SOFA & Lane recliner, best
otter 7516803

1GUNS for sale SKS rifles,
Chinese & Russian, Mali 90
Sporters 3Ord clips.
7 62x39, by the box or
case BHB Firearms,
436-2980
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
GUNS for sale, New &
Used, rifles, shotguns, patois. muzzleloaders, ammo
and accessories Large
selection of Guns in stock
BHB Firearms, 436-2980 If
no answer, pease leave
message
214
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

KILL WEEDS trim & edge
around trees, landscape
beds, shrubs, sidewalks,
and driveways with ENFORCER next day grass &
weed killers GUARANTEED! Available at Coast
to Coast, 604 N 12th St
RAPID KILUNG POWER!
ENFORCER 20 second
Roach Killer kills bugs in
their tracks! Effective for 60
days GUARANTEED!
Murray True Value Hardware & Auto, Northside
Shopping Center
TRUCKLOAD of Styrofoam, slightly damaged,
cheap! 4x8 Sheet-rock
$2 75, while it last Paschall's Salvage,
mile
from Hazel, 498-8964
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x45 MOBILE home,
couch w/chair, a/c, microwave, refrig, stove, dryer
Great for college student
Asking $4500 Call
753-7384

C & C
Nursery

x

*LANDSCAPING
*Mulching & Mulch Delivery
'Trimming & Fertilizing
*Tractor Work

CALL Linda 759-9553 Will
clean home or office

753-2993
DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an -almost
guaranteed issue- and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available prerniurn.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Nationwide

1-800-455-4199

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Pnce have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class making operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $5 94 and tops off at $8 58 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting penod
If you've got what it takes to work with the worlds best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150

ROPERS DONUT SHOP
now hiring for day shift.
Sam-2pm, permanent position Apply in person at
1109 Main

An Equal Opportunity Employer

,517

kA/F/D/V

1
AP-YU.

7B

Want
To Buy

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ENTERPRISE FUNDS
COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN RETAINED EARNINGS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1995
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Hawes

Moue
Home For Selo

NEW 1995 16X72. 2+2
with white kitchen cabinets
green carpet and glamour
bath Reduced to $22,900
Lakeland Quality Homes
527 1427

Mobile
Homes For Rant
2BR 7 miles east of Mur
ray Call Linzy Beane
4.36 2582
SHADY Oaks 2 or 35r
Aectric or gas Walking dts
Lance to college 753-5209
TRAILER
753-9866

No

pets.

215
Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village
$80mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
300
Business
Rentals
1000 SO FT Retal space
on 121 By Pass $475/mo
753-6855

1BR low utilities 631 N
4th $175/mo Available
7 5 3 2 3 39
Jan 1
753 8767
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

1BR Screened porch,
large Irving room, wood
stove, 2 minutes horn Wild
cat Beach, $325/mo
/53-2339. 753-8767
2.000 SO FT, 3br, 2 bath
bock, wigas heat & garage.
901 Fairtane Available Jan
1, $650Vmo Call 489-2741

SOUTHWEST area build
ing lots. lA acre each, with
200t1 road frontage, re
stricted $12,500 6 acres
total available 435-4548
after 5pm

2BR Duplex. Cute' Central
tva appliances including
washer, dryer. dishwasher
Nice Murray location, 2BR House 3 miles east of
1906-A Westwood, AAurray No pets, $285imo,
$420/mo. lease, deposit plus deposit 753-8848
Available Jan 1 753-8734 3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
701 Broad St, $375/mo
APT on 4th St $200/mo
753-2339, 753-8767
Call 753 0472
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included rent based on income 65 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354 8888

3BR Brick house in country,
3 mi east of Murray,
no pets
$425/mo
753-8848 before 8pm

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

LEASE only 11. story,
newly redecorated, central
h/a, new appliances No
pets, references, in country 753-4937, 8-5pm M-F

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NICE 2br Duplex, stove,
refrig & dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up,

RENTED
.•

UPSTAIRS office space
Vd II
Located Downtown $95. 753-1953 days, 753-0870
$1756 $575 Size of rooms
nights
vary Some wwindows Includes all utilities
NOW taking applications
753 1266
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
MINI-Storage units now Southside Manor, 906.
available Various sizes
Broad St Extended, beCall now or come by Neon tween 8am-12noon No
&
Salon
Tanning
Beach
phone calls please Equal
Storage Rental, 812 Whit
Housing Opportunity
nell, behind Bel Aire CenVERY nice 2br. Apt, central
ter 753-3853
heat & air No pets, 641
NORTHWOOD Storage South 492-8634
presently has units avail753 2905 or
able
753 7536
Extra large 2 BR, 2
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612
320
Apartments
For Rent
1,2.3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
753- 1 252
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm

bath duplex with atgarage.
tached
Wooded setting on
Johnny Robertson
Rd. All appliances
furnished including
washer/dryer.

753-4573

B.H.B. Firearms
Phone 436-2980
Large Selection of Guns In Stock
Rifles, Shotguns, Pistols, Ammo
and Accessories
Hours: 8 a.m. 12 Mon. Fri.;
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. & Sun.
94 East 5,/g Miles To Duncan's Grocery Turn Right At Caution Light (Hwy. 732)
Located At 2 Mile Marker On Right

3BR, in quiet neighborhood
dose to University, no pets
Call after 5pm weekdays,
502-753-2480

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
RENTAL space now available East Side Boat & Mini
Storage. 759-9835
365
For Sala
Or Loam
COMMERCIAL Property.
Location, location, location
Price, price, price 2 Story,
2500 sq ft per floor Retail,
antique, offices on court
square City's best location,
Call
Tn
Paris,
502-759-4713
370
Livestock
Is—..
2 BULLS Cross bred Red
Poll & Charlats Calvespurebred, Red Polls easy
calver, 9mo old 436-5598

2 AKC Boxer puppies,
male, 7wk old, $250/ea
502-247-0270 call after
5pm
AKC Registered male Bassett Hound,6mo 753-1628
after 5pm
AKC Rottweilers for sale
753-3594
BEAGLE pups Be ready
11/11/95 AKC Reg Black/
white, Red/ white, Silver/
white 753-2605
BEAUTIFUL black, Schipperke pups, female, AKC,
shots & wormed, $150
382-2831
DOG BOXES. Assorted
sizes & colors Farmers
Farmacy, Dixieland Center
759-2248
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

Best Home Center
Your Volume Dealer
8 Locations
Triple Wide

$49,900
$19,999

16x80, 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

Prices include delivery & set-up.

Hwy. 641 South
Paris, TN

901-644-7155

LAB 3yr old, AKC Chocolate female, $125 & 5 nir7wks AKC Black pi ,Js
Wormed & shots $100/ea
489-2333
REGISTERED Pointer
puppies, great bloodline
Call 753-3966 nights,
753-7435 days
SQUIRREL Dog pups
Mountain Cur x Jack Russell Terrier, outstanding
hunting stock, 16wks old,
$100 435-4361.

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

PECANS for sale $2 00/lb
437-4620

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

495

s

500
Wad
Trucks

Used
Cars

11 25 ACRES,3 mi west of
Murray, 40x40 building
Price reduced, 753-75131
after 5pm

2 baths, brick, new
/
3BR, 11
central gas heat, hardwood
floors Coleman RE,
753-9898
3BR, 1 bath, on 1 acre with
a 24x24 garage & an above
ground pool with deck,
$57,000 753-2519
3BR, 2 bath brick home in
city, stove, refrig, washer &
dryer. Immediate possession. Price $53,000
753-3903, 759-4162
3BR brick, attached garage, fenced back yard,
completely remodeled, in
town, $58,500. 753-6855.
3BR duplex for sale
753-7947
3BR duplex for sale
753-5114
COUNTRY home , 3-4br, 2
acres, large garage beside
house, fenced back yard,
nice neighborhood,
$39,000. 753-4636 if no
answer leave message.
FOR SALE: 2128 Southwest Dr., in Southwest
Villa, $119,500. 3 BR, 2
baths, 9' ceilings, whirlpool
tub, central gas heat, overhead fans, arid many more
extras. Call 753-0090.

1979 CAC,4x4, 350, auto,
8ft bed, $1600 436-5504
1981 CUTLASS Supreme, affix 7prn
$800 759-9268
1983 GMC p u 305, art
1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
s. p/b, piste, arrVtm casgood engine, good sette, new heavy duty
trans,good transportation. transmission, $5000 Call
502-753-5561
436-2348 if no answer
1985 GRAND Am, 2dr, p/s, leave message
p/b, p/w, arn/tm cassette, 1986 CHEV 10 p u 2 8L,
automatic, air, Burgandy, 55xxx mi, 20 gal fuel, 4sp
needs body work, runs manual, excellent
good 753-1412
condition-tires, bed-liner,
Dr, Mur1987 DODGE Caravan, $3,495 801 Carol
753-8849
ray
V6, automatic, air, good
cond, $2995 1986 Escort 1994 CHEVY red Silverado
Station wagon, automatic, Ext cab, loaded, 18xxx mi,
air, $1695 1984 Pontiac warranted till 9/28/96
J-2000, 2dr Hatchback, 753-7185
automatic, air, $1495 1980
Ford p u., stepside bed, 1/44 DODGE 4x4, red,twb,
300 6cyl engine, standard auto w/od, loaded, 22xxx
shift, $1295 1976 Lincoln mi, $19,800 May consider
44r, $995. Can be seen at, partial trade for small 4x4
436-2299 if no answer
5-Point Auto Repair, 810'A
Coldwater Rd 753-9181 or please leave message
753-8124.
'89 CHEV % ton Silverado
1988 BLACK Chevy Ber- 350, auto Sharp $9800
retta, $3500 obo, 753-0724
753-7940
'93 CHEROKEE Jeep,
Country pkg, 4x4, call
489-2794

FOR Sale by owner Country living, owner has inMon.-Tues. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
stalled new central heat &
Wed. 8 am.- 12 p.m.
family
bath,
1
38R,
air
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
room, eat in kitchen, ceiling
fan Brick exterior, low utiliat 753-2222.
ties, lots of storage room,
new septic system. Large
1988 HONDA Prelude SI,
lot one acre, great location
black, loaded, $3750
Priced in the $50's
436-2778
502 - 753- 5323,
502-492-8375.
1988 HONDA Accord LXI,
4dr, black/beige interior,
GATESBOROUGH home, p/I, pAir,
automatic, power
3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
sunroof, 32mpg, runs
sunroom/cerarnic tile floor, great,
good Ores, $7200
16'x24' recreation room, obo.
901-642-8573
formal living-dining, hardwood floors, intercom sys- 1991 MERCURY Capri
tem, 2 car enclosed gar- convertible, 32xxx mi, drivage, fenced back yard
ers side air bag, p/w,
753-8093.
cruise. Call days 753-1323,
NEW 3b, 2 bath house with nights 436-5552
carport, $60,000. Owner 1992, 929 MAZDA, 1
will help with financing
owner, excellent condition,
492-8238.
loaded, 40xxx mi, $17,500.
NEW 3br, upper 70's, all Call 753-1772
city utilities, outside city lim- 1995 PONTIAC Firebird,
its 753-3672
auto, air, CD, loaded, factory warranty, V6. Call beNEW House, approx 'A
acre, 3br, 3 bath, LAI., di- fore 2pm or leave mesning, large kitchen, gas sage 489-2640.
heat, city water. Brick w/ '79 BONNEVILLE 400,
pebble stone drive, 2 car automatic windows, locks,
attached garage, large cruise, RaJly wheels, $800
front porch & sidewalk
obo. Call after 3pm,
Owner assisted financing
753-7134_
Call 492-8898/office or
'85
BUICK Somerset,
49".-8873,1,ome.
$1000 753-0410
NEW home ready now 3br
ass
2 bath, master bath has
whirlpool. 9ft ceilings, hardVans
wood floors, custom cabinets, fireplace, lots of 1984 GMC Starcratt conclosets, 3000 sq. ft. in version van, 86xxx mi,
Southwest Villa Subdivi- sharp, $4800. Not needed,
sion Call now at 753-4873. our teenage kids won't ride
w/us. 759-1509.
d70
1985 RAISED roof Chevy
Van, customized w/all the
kkitorcycies
extras. 1 Owner van wlots
1989 YAMAHA PW 50, of miles but well cared for.
good condition, $550. Call Call Bill at 753-1222 days if
after 5pm, 436-2086.
you are looking for a good
492 RM-125 Race Tec Sus- deal on spacious family
pension, 2 pipes, new vehicle.
chain, tires, sprockets, 1988 DODGE Caravan SE,
handlebars, etc $1550 Burgundy, running boards,
obo 759-1590
excellent condition, plw, pA,
V6, tinted windows, $5500
obo. 492-8707.

Complete indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

/ ALPINE
)°C163ed674rib.
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Tapes
CD's
gC AN.
.geN. ILA r.:* II CZ,
Car Audio
.Sunset Boulevard llusic
.

Clarion .
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
tbe Shopper, for S175 a month
(paid In advance)
Rote Effective April 1, 1995

Cal 753-1916 for details.

•
-

14 382 ACRES, 4 miles
northeast of Murray,
$20,000 759-4192

40 ACRES, Calloway Co,
new fencing, apprx 35
acres tillable $50,000
502 527-8275
CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Realty 753-5086
GREAT investment opportunity, 2br Duplexes
436 5725
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley. state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

$14,500

195 Ford Aerostar Van

489-2934

Phone

CONCRETE • REPAIR • RESTORATION

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

Driveway - Walkway - Patio - Pool Deck
Patching - Coatings (25 colors) - Waterproofing
CRACKS Sealed Permanently - Free Estimates
Expansion Joints Installed - 10 Yr Warranty
RESTORE your DRIVEWAY - Local References

BOB'S Plumbing Repair &
Carpentry Service Decks,
porches patios, and remodeling. All work guaran436-5832 or
teed
753-1134.

1-800-700-9464
,.7
4K/gr:
TBEVAL...

03

Since 1973
Serving Western KY and West TN

BUSHHOGGING Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
Milt Jones
graded
437-4030
CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning, $2500 per room
Free deodorizing
436-2654

Campers

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664.

AIRSTREAM 31tt Excella
500, very good condition,
would trade for smaller
trailer or motor home.
753-3672 after 5

1993 Ford F150 XLT Extended Cab
windows, pwr. locks, pwr. mirrors, lumbar
seats, AM/Rvlicass., V-8, only 24,xxx miles
PKT.

COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New InstallOtion- RepairReplacement 436-2667

$15,900

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulchhauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-5413-5262.

11.arrigt

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

1991 Ford Taurus GL
windows,pwr.locks, pwr. mirrors, pwr.seats,
only 22,xxx miles.
PIAT.

DAVID'S cleaning services. We dean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R.V. 759-4734.

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.

$7 900

D 8 D Lawn Care. Will rake
or mulch leaves. 489-2296.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

A and A Lamb's gutter
cleaning, leaf raking,
mulching, hauling, tree
trimming, mowing. Free estimates. 436-5791,
436-2528.

ELECTRICAL new, rewire,
repair, replace Licensed,
reasonable. fast Call
474-8636

ALL around hauling, junk
dean up, mulching, raking,
tree work. Reasonable
rates, Joe. 436-2867

1995 Dodge Neon Sport Coupe
Spoiler, automatic, allum, wheels, pwr. mirrors,
AM/FM/cass., only 10,xxx miles.

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

$12,900
PURDOM MOTORS

GUTTERS cleaned and repaired No job to small
753-5762

1300 121-By-Pass • Murray, KY 42071 • 753-5315

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
won, $6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

753-1916

DIAL

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear
5
filr.f;P's and Limousine Itabv

CAMP
TANK CLEANING

SEPTIC

Nigssitee-

7 Days Per Week
MURRAY

Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
#giaa
* Rentals begin at $29.99
* Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Wear.
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
(901)642-5300
Banquets
and
Prongs
Weddin:s,

753-9224

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning”
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David

Borders

0

Phone (502) 759-4734

1) & B Stables
Rg. 5 Box 460
Murray, KY 42071
Owners:
Kenneth Downey
Micky Bogard
436-5501

116Phone

(502)

Burgundy, 3 seats, 31,xxx miles, loaded.

1995 Mercury Sable
4 dr, green, 31,xxx miles,
1993 Olds Delta 88
4 dr., maroon, loaded,

$13,000
loaded

$8,500
nice.

1991 Chevy S-10 Pickup

$3,550

White, nice.

1990 Pontiac Sunbird Cpe.

$3,950

Gray, nice.

1989 Mercury Sable Wagon

$3,950

Loaded, nice, blue

1988 Honda Prelude

$5,000

2 dr., blue, loaded, sharp

1987 Pontiac Grand Am
1983 Chevy Caprice
nice.

Commercial Waste
Disposal
2,1p
All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

KIN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery

$1,550

4 dr., burgundy, good car.

$1,950

4 dr., white, V-6,
LOTS in new subdivision in
city All underground utilities Streets, curbs, gutters
being paved now.
753-5541, 753-2446

15 Year Experience - Free Estimates

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

29 FT Airstream, new inside, rear bath 753-0114

Insured

SPECIALS

Custom Home Building * All
Types of Roofing * Additions
* Remodeling * Patios *
Decks * Siding

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759-1515

510

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices

Sowly 13ritt,
().

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

Bad Credit

No Credit
Auto Dealer will
arrange financing, even if you
have been turned
down elsewhere.
Loans for bankrupt,bad credit or
no credit. No
co-signers necessary.
Call Ron

Services
Oilseed

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp HANDYMAN Co roofing, KITCHEN CABINET REfoundations, slabs, sidew siding, remodeling and FACING Make your old
new again with Formica Al
elks, doveways buildings home repair 474-8621
colors, free estimates
remodeling repairs AGC
LAMB S Tree trimming, Wuffts Recovery Murray
certified 489-2214
stump removal & hght haul- KY 436-5560
APPLIANCE REPAIRS ing 436 2269
Factory trained by 3 map(
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

90 DODGE Grand Caravan. loaded, $7,000 obo
489-2419 or 753-1412

490

530
Sonkes
Offered

Services
Ort•rad

Vans

1987 4-SPEED automatic
transmission for S-10 truck
or blazer Call Before 2pm
or leave message
489-2640

510

Sln

Auto
Paris

For Rail

1988 14x70 2BR 2 bath
Buccaneer Excellent con
front porch under
pinning & utility pole in
cluded Call 753-1480

•

20, 1995

Garrison Motor Sales
Located 1204 Diuguld Dr oft Hwy.
641 N. across from Shoney's Inn

1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the NO number fast. Wen you
Jim cart&
hear a recorded message enter the
!tor= England
Access Code 85.

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Source For Metal Reefing & Skiing"
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking & Trolleys, and
Insualtion for Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2722
Murray, KY 42071
Homes: (502) 489-2724

Stan Meadows tC,
Construction
For All Your
Building Needs
& Repairs

INSURANCE

15 Years Experience

Lou V. McGary

For Free Estimate Call

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

492-8923
Leave

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
doesnotpsy S716onPan A;S100 on Part B. Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*AIM.
••••6•••

MIMI!

Message

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

44

•

, •

+111•••••••••
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.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

53r

S3O

Services
Offered

510

Services
Offered

LAMB Brother Horne Irnprovements. remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree %ornate* 436-2269.

SWAMI
Oft•red

Classifieds
I Office Open

LAMB Brothers Tree Service,stump removal. spraying Licensed & insured,
Free
estimates
5 0 2 - 4 3 6 - 7, 7 4 4
1-830-548-5262

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

Custom
CABINETS

LEAF mulching, gutters
cleaned, mowing. Billy Paschall, 502-753-2943

WOODWORKING

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpet & Furniture
cleaning Free estimates
753-5827

The Cargill Scholarship for Rural
America is open to all high school
seniors who will graduate in the
spring. The seniors must come from
families that derive at least half of
their income from farming. Scholarship candidates must enroll fulltime next fall at an accredited two or
four year college, university or
vocational-technical school.
"The program has helped to

honor
academic
achievement
among rural students," said Bill
Pearce, president of the Cargill
Foundation. "It's an endeavor that
has received an enthusiastic reception in rural communities. We are
commited to this scholarship program."
The Cargill Foundation established the program in 1986 to
recognize and encourage academic

502-759-9672

630 N 4th SI meat to Laminar Master) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.
.19

iniza

hra

W4•1•114•04•114

LONG as. repair leaks,
rod sink lines, main lines.
Same day service.
436-2654

Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets & VanIties

Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.

MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE: carpentry, painting. electrical, siding, other
&
apt.
maint.
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail.

VON Lb Yaw Massuriorrntar-Well Maid lb SIM Your Node
Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas
Gun Cabinets It Matartainment Centers

OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture
753-0961

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255

•

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, ServaN Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with ful
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CAMMETS

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

THE Guile; r%O. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny
Bread7535940
'0‘

WALTER'S Contracting,
Garold Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592.

Quality Servke
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

WE do additions, roofing.
siding, remodeling. For free
estimates talk to David at
436-5043.

Landscaping
H•dfle Trimming
Tree Swaying

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. 753-0530.

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
it0Brot4
Removal
Stump
d'
Mani, Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Full Line of

Tree Service

EriuiPmeni
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & insured

YARD cleaning, leaves, debris, etc. Have yard vacuum & chipper vac for
mulch. 759-9577.

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
."

9M0. old male cat, black &
white, neutered, aN shots,
declawed, very loving.
753-9649.

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet ys?ur needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

achievement, accomplishment and
talent among rural youth. The Cargill Foundation has presented 2,253
awards for a total of $2.25 million
during the II year program.
Information and application
forms can be obtained at any Cargill
office or high school FFA department. Students also may request
forms from the Cargill scholarship
coordinator, National FFA, P.O.

TUESDAY, NO\ EMBER 21, 1995

(For your personalized daily Jeane Div(ni horoscope. based on your ow n
date of birth. call I -9(X)-988-7788. Your phone compans will hill Nou 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Refuse to he taken in by a cies en
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A manipulator. Spend more tune on
new reserve helps you win greater your own.
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
respect at work. Others see you as
from I as()rabic influences.
benefit
special
a
possesses
someone who
inner strength. A personnel or Set a good example hy putting your
scheduling change could work to best loot forward. News ITOM those
your advantage next spring. Seek at a distance keeps you on your IOC'S.
the cooperation of your peers and You are capable of dealing with any
subordinates. June of '96 will find situation.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Be
you poised to make a romantic commitment. Give grown-up offspring wary of people who talk big hut
plenty of notice if planning to have little to offer. Their empty
remarry. A windfall or legacy could promises could lead you far afield.
Go ahead with a household project.
change your entire life.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Family members will lend a helping
THIS DAY: actress Goldie Hawn. hand if asked nicely.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
baseball slugger Ken Griffey Jr..
ballerina Natalia Makarova. New Postpone an announcement if you
have any doubts. Privacy will help
Yorker editor Tina Brown.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): you collect your thoughts. Proceed
Look to a more experienced individ- along customary lines when hanual for advice and inspiration. Tie dling other people's money. Show
up any loose ends related to an old goixl judgment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
project before starting a new one.
Romance enjoys beneficial
21):
you
than
limitations
You have fewer
influence,. Refrain from making
think. Be creative!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): impulsive changes'in your lifestyle.
An excellent day to enjoy some of Exaggerating or boasting could sadyour job's fringe benefits. A phone dle you with new and unwanted
call or letter could change the direc- problems.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
tion of your career. Make new
19): An inspired idea comes to you
investments.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: from out of the blue. Haste could
What looks like a grand opportunity cause unwise decisions. Slow down.
to fill your wallet could empty it Love could appear in an unusual
instead. Do not press your luck. guise. Follow the dictates of your
Domestic chores should come generous heart.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
before pleasure. Get busy!
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Stick to the straight and narrow. TrafOpposing elements could make this fic and highway conditions require
day a veritable tug-of-war. Let part- extra caution. Some exciting develner take the lead while you adopt a opments could brighten your outlook.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2(1):
wait-and-see approach. Romance is
into moving to better quarters
Look
tonight
best postponed. Stay home
or buying your own home. Those
and read a good book.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Pouring who wield authority wisely will
Some
extra effort into your work could put make valuable new friends.
this
featured
is
news
financial
good
Time-honored
you over the top.
virtues once again prove their worth. afternoon.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are personahle. freedom-loving and open to
of
new ideas. Despite their many strengths. they may also have a deep fear
rejection. Concerned parents will encourage these bright Scorpios to channel
their energies into the arts or sciences. Once these children discover where
bounds! A
their true talents lie, their confidence will grow by leaps and
sight from
of
out
drop
Scorpios
these
makes
independence
strong desire for
time to time. They dream of owning a sailboat or a cabin in the woods.

FREE Eadmatos: 753-8343

-

CLASSIFIED

WEDNESDAY. NOV E1IKER 22.1995
ii
For !AM' personalued daily Jeane Do,on horo.,:ope. haw(' ion Soul
‘,„, oso
date of birth. call I 900-98}4-77s..S. Your plu me ..onipan\ still
cents a minute.)

HIRT111)%1"! IN THFI
NEXT IF:AR OF YOUR LIFE:
.e the direct approach. Be anew
five to those in need. Nurturing .1
child's special talents will pros ide a
rich hars est for years to come. A
romantic dilemma will work itself
out if you exercise restraint. Tone
and good luck are on your side. A
job change could prose ads aniagems for the whole family. Rejoice
in the many benefits a new relationship brings. Spend longer hours on
the )oh when major projects are in
the works.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: tennis great Billie Jean
King. actress Jamie Lee Curtis.
comedian Rodney Dangerfie Id.
actress Mariel Ilemineway.
ARIES (\larch '2I -April 191:
Things are looking up ! You feel
enthusiastic about a wonderful
transformation. Others are counting
on your leadership. Success comes
through experimentation. Minimize
your spending on holiday gifts.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Others may he envious of Your skills
or resources. Present .xour ideas to
higher-ups. Recent restrictions will
soon be lifted. Do sonic cooking for
tomorrow:, Thanksgiving feast.
(Nla) 2l -June 2(): You
connect with a kindred soul today.
Settle dONVII land do sour finest work.
Romance enjoys favorable influences. Move forward with confidence. Couples who share a common cause will be together forever.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Seek a family member's cooperation
in working out a budget. Home life
will he happier once a compromise
is reached. A social gathering lives
up to your expectations. Be a considerate guest.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take
advantage of a new business trend
and you will reap handsome financial rewards. A neighbor could get

Spiny-skinned sea

It Works Wonders.

animals, named echinoderms, have radial symmetry. Their body parts
are arranged around the
center of the animal like
the spokes Of a wheel
around the hub.

on N.our nerves Postpone a this ii'.
sii2n
sits!' until another day
N u;.. 2 ;
i it‘k...iku
ingdrit- (
I
22'.

Take siep. to 'Note( t soul health
EA sensibly and exert 1st'
be loand Iii
A lasting solution
'lung' 0\ cl
tam,11 Probit'In•
with st611- siblings in cinism..
iticpi. 23 (1si 22i7
Smits:um; %%anis the iss o of son lo
base a closer relationship. Be
NY ith your friend.. You need to think
Mice before inakurt! 'ley% 1111.111k1.11
COMI1111111Clas.
SCORPIO If hi. 2 NM.
Track a 111111l n- it. Noll1Ce. Pro:21-C..
Is assured it !,isia concentrate 'in pi',
older
lects already tindery% ay .
person can be counted on in an
of
things.emergency. Be open to 'ley, IA
doing
SIGItTARR S ;Noy. 22- Dec.

211: Your work etions hear trint. A
professional or perm mai relanonslup
is developing faster than expected.
Plat for time it not yet reads to
make a commitment. biscuss ph)
p4ised domestic changes With members ot Your I wink .

CAPRICORN Dec.
Someone tt ho has been yYarting
begins to grim inip:inent. Be himest
about sour puts arid lans. It may
be time to end a deteriorating relaw hen yoU
tionship. Tension

heed the s nice of your conscience.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-I-eh. Is 1:
Your mtegritx and accompli.limeni.

are proclaimed far and ss ide. Go
ahead and ask someone prominent

for help. Your sincerity wins you a.
fair hearing. In romance. trust sour
instinct,. A prinnise \k ill he kept.
PISCES (Feb. 19-Starch 20): A
co-NA orker W ho is going through a
desen es compassion,. A professional project moves tom and alter

a long delay. Last-minute plans are
fun for both singles and married couples. You meet stimulating peiple.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are adyenturous. imaginati‘e and %er‘ determined. Highly independent, these youngsters sometimes uct rebellious or
resentful of authority. Be gentle when helping them to understand anti control their stubborn streak. Laying down the law too Ilea% ily will backfire.
Ambitious and intuitive, these Sagittarians can find success in a number ot
fields. The ideal job will alloys them to set their oyyn hours.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

'

American
Heart
Association

Box 45205, Madison, Wis., 5374452-5. Application deadline is Feb.
IS.
North Star Steel Kentucky, of
Calvert City. is a division of Cargill,
which is an international marketer
and processor of agricultural, financial and industrial commodities that
employs more than 73,000 people at
offices and facilities in more than
850 locations within 66 countries.

HOROSCOPES

•Oflice Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

LICENSED or electric and
gas. 753-7203.

ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30.
753-3557.

Foundation offers scholarships to seniors

Will Build To Your Specifications!
•Kiichen Cabinets & Vanities

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. Houses, mobile 'iomes, bnck & vinyl
buildings, R.V.'s, sidewalks Free Estimates
502-753-6490
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kmo

MICHAEL HE AND

WAS ,

HIS FRIENDjoSE•F

ON '

WEEVER HAVE.

THIS vJfiV,HEIL
TO WORK AND WRITE

PNO SUN IN fl
CONDUCIVE fTIAOSPHERa

1)E.CADED
PHONE9

MOVE OFF CAMPOS
"To A PLACE IN
TOWN

BLONDIE

0•1))ki

GARFIELD

OKAY. NEW FLOORiNG,
wALL5 AND CEILING-.
REDO PLuM5IN6 AND
ELECTRiCAL... CUSTOM
COUNTERS AND 51461.VING,
ANYTHING ELSE"
YES

IF SO, KEEP IT
TO YOURSELF
0

CALVIN and HOBBES
I'm gonna pound Nfou
Of recess, Tviinkl

(71sA ^AVIStin

ITS NO CONTEST.'
'NW
1001E GOT NE ENTRE
AINAt4TAGE'WWt CoULD
IOU POSStEM GET OUT Cif

MALLARD FILLMORE
TeAllieg negrii*

ff•lif

POUNDING SOMEONE
(014P1ErELY DEFMELESS! j

'Ave ffom The MiM6 Of A
TOP.L t4451E PtiMpio )bo

.\

gEALLY 4sTittF
it4 t-itz io BE IN

0f

Mat

MO* OF

A 'logic
WE-

CATHY
rA1TENTiON AU. EinPtINEES.
TWO VACATION DAYS Al'
THE END Of THE WEEK DOES
NOT MEAN THREE VACATION
DAYS AT THE BEGINNING.
Of THE WEEK!

TWO VACATION DAYS MEANS
YOU NAVE THREE DANS TO
DO ME DAYS Of WORK!!

r`rOU SHOW) BE PAN-1
ICKED! `IOU SHOULD
BE WORKING AS FAST
' AS YOUR LIITLE FINGERS CAN FLY!

ANY QUESTIONS?!

WHAT SIZE
TURKEY
DO I BUY
TO FEED
NINE PEOPLE?

I HAVE AN
AUDIENCE.
NOW ALL I
NEED IS A
LISTENER.

I TOSS THE BALL
INTO THE AIR, AND
IT GOES THROUGH
4E
, HOOP..

/I-20

S

")

•
sity
:V.

Itp •

P4.1.
't

-11 :.,..'.. •
-*
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
herbal remedy. That is, the occurrence may have been pure serendipinot aware of any herbal or
DEAR DR (;OTT I'm a -16 year old ty. I am
compounds that have
naturopathic
experiencing
been
mother who has
rigorous scientific
by
proven
been
mood swings and hot flashes for about
the sympameliorate
three years I have chosen not to take standards to
menopause.
of
toms
family
strong
a
of
estrogen because
You are correct that women with a
history of breast cancer
Recently I began taking a non pre family history of breast cancer should
scription naturopathic compound and avoid estrogen therapy whenever
have found that it helps me. No more possible.
I see from the label that the product
moodiness or hot flashes
I am enclosing a copy of the label you are using contains vitamin E. vitaPlease examine the ingredients and min 136. vitamin C. calcium, pantell me it there is any potential harm tothenic acid, wild yam root, licorice
root, unicorn roots, dong quai, black
in taking this product.
DEAR READER I assume from cohosh. and passion flower. In the
your brief comments that you al'e amounts indicated, these ingredients
menopausal The moodiness and hot are harmless.
I can't argue with success. but I susflashes in a woman your age certainly
pect that the naturopathic remedy has
suggest the change of life
As you know the duration of symp- played no role in alleviating your symptoms associated N4 it h menopause is toms of menopause. Nonetheless.
extremely variable and unpredictable. should you choose to continue purchasSOI111' t% omen merely stop menstruat- ing this product. I see no medical reamonth, and that's it Other son to discourage you from doing so.
ing
To give you more information. I am
‘L omen suffer almost disabling symp•
sending you a free copy of my Health
tomsforyears
I make this point to emphasize that Report "Menopause." Other readers
your symptoms might have stopped who would like a copy should send S2
%% hurl they did irrespective of your plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

;

envelope to P0. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station. New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes calcification of the pleura? Is it dangerous?
DEAR READER: As infections
resolve, the body often deposits calcium at the sites of inflammation. The
pleura. which is the thin but tough
membrane that covers the lungs, can
become calcified in areas where
inflammation has been present.
For example, pleurisy was at one
time extremely prevalent in children.
Often due to tuberculosis, it caused
severe, sharp pain on deep breathing.
Once the infection was treated, painless areas of pleural calcification
often became evident on the chest Xray and were permanent.
Thus, it's not the harmless calcifications that are worrisome; it's the
cause that is of concern. When doctors
diagnose pleural calcifications, the
physician must determine if the original infection were totally eradicated or
whether it could continue to smolder
and require antibiotic therapy.
In general. this decision can be
made by special testing, such as bacterial cultures.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

Today is Monday, Nov. 20, the 324th day of 1995. There are 41
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1969, the Nixon administration announced a halt to residential
use of the pesticide DDT as part of a total phaseout.
In 1975, after nearly four decades of absolute rule, Spain's Gen.
Francisco Franco died, two weeks before his 83rd birthday.
In 1980, faced with disastrous reviews from New York critics,
United Artists announced it was withdrawing its $36 million-dollar
movie "Heaven's Gate" for re-editing.
Ten years ago: Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev was host to the
second day of meetings with President Reagan at their Geneva summit, after which Reagan and his wife, Nancy, were hosts at a dinner
for Gorbachev and his wife, Raisa.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union again rebuffed President Bush's
efforts to rally support for a U.N. Security Council resolution authorizing military force against Iraq. The space shuttle Atlantis landed at
Cape Canaveral, Fla., after completing a secret military mission.

•

CALVIN and HOBBES
•

Twenty years ago
Pvt. James Smith, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Smith, stationed
at Fort Campbell, was deployed
with other members of 101st Airborne Division, to Fort Stewart,
Ga., Oct. 21 to Nov. 10, to participate in a field training exercise.

Murray Woodmen of World
Court 728 presented Murray
Comprehensive Care Center with
a check for a large table to be
used by the Adult Activity
Department. Pat Holt, instructor,
is pictured accepting the check
from Doris Rose and Joann Simmons, officers of the court.
Don Cherry is pictured being
presented a Winchester shotgun
by Murray Chapter of Ducks
Unlimited at its banquet. Making
the presentation was Pete Waldrop. chapter chairman.
Larry Farris, Cliff Dibble,
Eddie Rollins, David Kingins and
Pat Scou are pictured separately
with deer taken while hunting.
Thirty years ago
Billy Smith of Murray was
elected first district director of
Kentucky Farm Bureau at a meeting held at Louisville.
Allison Nelson and Harry
Neal, duo-pianists, presented a
concert on Nov. 18 at Murray
State College Auditorium. This_
was one of the concerts for the
year sponsored by Murray Civic
Music Association.
Advances for the 1965 dark

TODAY IN HISTORY

-ow muCH ,S THE
REMOCEL.ING GOING
*0 COST

•

Tea years ago
Dr. W. Ben Humphreys has
been recognized by the Kentucky
Association of Counseling and
Development for outstanding
promotion of guidance and
counseling at the annual KACD
Conference held at Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Watson are
today. Nov. 20. observing their
65th wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a boy
to William and Trudy Wyatt,
Nov. 15; a boy to John and
Michelle Thurman, Nov. 16; a
boy to Jess and Cynthia Haien,
Nov. 17.
Jerry Don Butler, Clovis Ray,
Fly Beane, Danny Williams,
George Black, Gale Anderson,
Brandon Cathey and Suzanne
Cathey are pictured separately
with deer taken while hunting.

IS SOMET1ilts1G 1ITS RECESS
ICKINZE IM FINE
'
IniRciNG
51.)PPOSED Tt
BE IN S(400L, 1
—/

NEN WW1 ARC'IOU CALLING
ME

One possibility was to cuebid gOades
West dealer.
to try to find the best landing place.
North-South vulnerable.
Another possibility was to raise two
NORTH
hearts directly to four.
•10 9
But South decided the best score
VAKJ9762
at match points mightlie in notrump.
A4•
Accordingly, he jumped to three
•J 3
CATHY
notrump, deliberately running the
EAST
WEST
•N 7risk that the diamond suit might be
SHE '
+3
No MATTER HOul
....KQJ87642
WHEN SHE , SHE WON'T &ET
TM NOT GOING -VIET p•—wHEN SHE. ('AMEN SHE
run against him.,
GOT
V853
FAR AHEAD
PICKS AT 01 "To ME THIS YEAR
COUNTS HOW
V4
CRITICIZES
/114 MOTHER GET TO
West, not vulnerable, bid four
• QI08762
TO ME. WE PLAN, THEY'RE • K J 5
mANY ROLLS
HUSBAND, I'LL
ME THIS 'THANKSGWING. IA4 HOUSESHE WILL NOT
spades and North bid four notrump.
+975
ALWAYS ONE
THANK HER
I EAT, I'LL
+6
KEEPING I'LL
TO
GET
ME'!
'
EITHET
f•
This had nothing to do with
FOR WANTSTEP AHEAD
SOUTH
SMILE AND
HEAR IT A5
Blackwood;it was a raise in notrump.
Of US..
ING THE
COMPLIMENT
EXPRES4 A5
I
BEST FOR ME
West then bid five spades, which
HER MATH.
Q fo
: SION OF LOVE
North passed. The pass encouraged
•9 3
partner to go on — otherwise, North
4•AKQ10842
F
S
\E
would have doubled.South accepted
The bidding:
41)%0 West
the invitation,revealing his club suit
South
North East
for the first time.
2V
3 NT
Pass
1+
West then bid six spades,doubled
Pass
Pass
4 NT
44
by South, but North, unwilling to
6+
Pass
Pass
54
accept a small penalty in lieu of a
Dble
Pass
Pass
68
slam, convetted the double to six
Pass
Pass
6 N7
Pass
notrump. After East and South
7 NT
Pass
Pass
7+
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
passed, Westreasoned that the slam
Dble
would surely be made, so he "sacripi:s IT COST A LOT V)Go
IN Tila CASESodu.BE.
Opening lead — king of spades.
W1IF i DON'T GO TO
Lo1M1ING at-IFQoPS TO
kir() COLLEGE?
cou_Ec, OF ONIVEASITy
ficed with seven spades.
AAKITING
AFT-E-R HIGH 60-fic:OL'?
Once more North made an invi• MICHAEL
the source of
is
Mike
brother
My
Yes.
T'v
euZABET1-1
umfil- IF I jusi
' A CrieQUe
this deal, which he played in a pair tational pass, which South again ac60mepAy,
STAy HOME?
championship some years ago. He cepted by bidding seven notrump.
E3E WRITING,A di.
GoING
held the North hand and overcalled West doubled, but declarer easily
CHEQUGS
lb NEED
.6
made the contract. The manner in
spade with two hearth.
one
Too'
SOW-d•
4._
which the ice-cold grand slam was
of
choice
wide
a
had
now
South
EA-TM
bids. He realized his side had a game, reached is surely one ofthe strangest
11
• MONEY
but he had no way ofknowing where. this department has ever heard of.
NN,

"
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ACROSS

GARFIELD

1 Remained
Out of sight
4 Angry
9 Duo
12 — Hagen
13 Tom strip
14 — Lingus
(airline)
15 Mends socks
17 More
delicious
19 "This Is —
Life"
21 Indian weight
22 Jams
25 Big
29 Choice word
30 Ready for
action
(2 wds.)
32 European
blackbird
33 Actress
Novak
35 Taunts
37 — Tse-tung
38 Light brown
40 Charging

MALLARD FILLMORE
IRE OAP Nevis is
riosA lattif-R's.PAnkyls
91114. LoWsz tgati
Tom eftedim
*VFW
JEStiltr14'

,EEvJfc Hot
lAthiliS iAff WfeK
LfITERM4.1...

an
Cs

PEANUTS

So WERE IN THIS

SEE,TRYIN6
SHOP,
COFFEE
TO DECIDE ABOUT DESSERT

HOW ABOUT ICE CREAM?'
SAYS MY A0.D
GREAT,"I SAID
HAVE ZAMBON I "
010•L

THEN MY DAD SAYS,
'AT THE HOCKEY GAME
TONIGHT, DID YOU
ENJOY WATCHING
THE SPUMONI
CLEAN THE ICE?"

Lii
•

••• •••• I

40

•

NA MA
NA HA!

YOU AND
,YOUR DAD
ARE VERY
WEIRD,
MARCIE..

with gas
42 Bold
44 Repartee
45 Eternity
47 Covers
48 Gem
merchant
52 Enlighten
55 King topper
56 Designer
Calvin
58 Spanish
cheer
59 Ralph
Kramden's
vehicle
60 Thick
slices
61 Whoopi
Goldberg
role in
"Sister Acr

DOWN
1 Paul
Newman film
2 Call — —
day
3 — Hannah

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TOME AFRO ATE
I SAN THIN BIB
PENPAL NE UNO
LSAT SUSAN
BYPAOSES PE
OVINE LOT DIS
CE ETC BUM DO
ASH SHY ROMEO
EM AUSUR IAN
@ABER LILT
HER AG DEICER
ARE PULL FILE
MOM TYNE YALE
11-21 0 1995 United Feature Syndicate
4 Publishing
5 Hudson ID
6 — deco
7 Pekoe and
oolong
8 Unsuccessful
car

MEM =MEM MEM
MEM MEM= NI=
MEM= MEMMEME
MIEN MEM
MEMEMEN MAIM
ME MENEM MIME
MEM MEIN MEM
MEM MEMMOMME
MMINIMME
MEM MIMI
WIMMEMEM MEOW
MEM WM= WINO
WIMM MEM ME
"""'••-••••••••ara•Neora-•.-r."- ^
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fired tobacco crop were released
this week by Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pius and
daughters, Glenda, Jackie, Sandra
Kay. Rhonda and Kimberly, of
Salem, Ore.. have been the guests
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Napoleon Parker, and her brother,
and
Kenneth ParCitykerofm
Forty years ago
The
Murray has
received a gas allocation from
Federal Power Company, as
announced by City Attorney Nat
Ryan Hughes at a meeting of
Murray City Council. Engineers
will move into Murray in the near
future to make a survey and construction should start next year,
Hughes said.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Kirks, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Bolen, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hornsby, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. C. Norman
Mathis, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
J.C. Walker, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest A. Clevenger.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Turner
spent the weekend with their
daughter, Mrs. James L. Morrill,
Lt. Morrill, and children at Nashville, Tenn.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I can no longer
stand by And watch parents ignore
their children's problems. If their
children are physically sick, most
parents take them to a doctor or
hospital immediately. When a child
is emotionally sick, parents often
ignore the problem, hoping it will
pass.

I have worked in the mental
health field for the past five years.
and I can't tell you how many times
I've heard parents say."It's not that
bad yet."
I can tell you, however, how
many funerals I have attended for
young people who should have been
stopped in their self-destructive
behavi6r.
Abby,this is what I would like to
tell parents:
1. Know the signs and symptoms
of drug/alcohol abuse in teens and
the signs of a child who has been
molested.
2. Do not delay; seek help immediately from your doctor, a school
counselor, a drug and alcohol specialist, an employee-assistance plan
at your place of work. or a therapist.
3. Don't be ashamed.
4. Join a support group.
5. Value your child's.mental and
emotional health.
I have seen parents delay treatment for drug use or severe depression because of other priorities such
as vacation, the end of the school
year, the start of football season.
Please don't delay. Even honor roll
students can suffer from depression
or be dependent on drugs or alcohol.
As a society, we would like to
ignore adolescent problems, but
these teens are our future, and our
future doesn't look too bright.
DEBBIE IN ORANGE,CALIF.

. DEAR DEBBIE: Thank you
for an important letter. And for
parents who might not otherwise know:
SIGNS OF AN ADOLESCENT
WHO IS PROBABLY USING
DRUGS OR ALCOHOL:
1, DROP IN GRADES — a
slow decline in the past year, or
a sudden decrease.
2. OBVIOUS LOSS OF INITIATIVE.
3. SWITCHING FRIENDS —
Are you suddenly seeing a different set of friends around the
house? Do you object to his/her
choice of friends, or is your
child isolating him or herself?
4. EMOTIONAL HIGHS AND
LOWS — easily upset, emotional
state changes rapidly, doesn't
seem as happy and as outgoing
as he/she used to be.
5. DEFIANCE OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS — pushing limits, failing to do chores,
and defiant behavior.
MORE
BECOMING
6.
SECRETIVE — failing to disclose any (or very few) personal
problems.

7. WITHDRAWING FROM
FAMILY FUNCTIONS — meals,
outings,church and holidays.
8. CHANGE IN PERSONAL
HYGIENE — becoming sloppy,
wearing the same clothes frequently, and failing to bathe
daily.
9. FAILURE TO INFORM
PARENTS OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES — open houses, times to
meet teachers, progress reports,
suspensions and warnings.
10. MAKES EXCUSES FOR
STAYING OUT LATE — not
coming home on time or not
coming home at all.
11. ISOLATING — spending
an unusual amount of time in
his/her room alone.
12. MONEY MISSING — from
parents, brothers,sisters.
13.. ALCOHOL OR PRESCRIPTION DRUGS DISAPPEARING.
14. CHANGE IN SLEEP PATTERNS — staying up late at
night and sleeping half the day.
15. EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
LOSS — in a short period of
time.
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